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FACULTY
1915-1916
Henry William Shryock, Ph. B., President.
Department of English,
Martha Buck, Grammar,
Lily Gubelman, Ph. B., Grammar,
Helen Bryden, A. B., Composition, Literature,
Jennie Mitchell, A. B., Dramatic Art.
Carlos Eben Allen, Ph. D., Vice President, Registrar and Business
Agent.
Department of Languages,
J. M. Pierce, A. M., French, German.
Emma L. Bowyer, A. B. Latin.
Drawing and Design,
Matilda Finley Salter,
Grace L. Burket.
Civics and History,
George Washington Smith, A. M., Secretary of Faculty.
Geography and Geology,
Frank H. Colyer, A. B.
Mathematics,
William Troy Felts, Ed. B.
Ward H. Taylor, A. M.
E. G. Lentz.
Psychology and Pedagogy,
George D. Wham, Ed. B.
Music,
Glenn C. Bainum, A. B.
Lydia G. Parsons, Piano,
Julia Dickerman Chastaine, Violin,
Raymond Moore, Cornet.
Chemistry,
George Mervin Browne.
Physics,
Simeon E. Boomer, A. M.
Biology,
John P. Gilbert, A. M.
W. M. Bailey, S. M.
Mary M. Steagall, Ph. B., Ed. B.
Agriculture,
Renzo Muckelroy, S. B.
H. B. Piper, S. B.
Manual Training,
Louis C. Petersen, S. B.
Household Arts,
Grace E. Jones,
Lucy K. Woody.
Commercial,
Eichard V. Black, Accts. M.
Anne McOmber,
Charles R. Ismert.
Physical Training,
Inez L. HolLenberger, Ph. B., Girls,
William McAndrew, A. B., Boys.
Bureau Rural School Work,
W. 0. Brown.
Training School,
W. A. Furr, A. M., Superintendent.
Principal High School,
F. G. Warren, A. B.
Assistant Senior High School,
Myrtle R. Coker, A. B.
Critic Junior High School,
Critic Junior High School,
Supervising Critic Intermediate Department,
Fadra R. Holmes.
Critic Intermediate Department,
Alice Parkinson.
Supervising Critic Primary Department,
Florence R. King.
Critic Primary Department,
Aruba B. Charlton, Ph. B.
Librarian,
Mary B. Day, Ph. B.
Associate Librarian,
Mary Louise Marshall.
Museum, Curator and Floriculture,
George Hazen French, A. M.
Secretary to the President,
Kate W. Youngblood.
STANDING COMMITTEES
Degree Courses:
C. E. Allen, Ph. D.
J. M. Pierce, A. M.
J. P. Gilbert, A. M.
Simeon E. Boomer, A. M.
Ward H. Taylor, A. M.
Social Life Students:
Inez L. Hollenberger, Ph. B.
Fadra E. Holmes.
Helen Bryden, A. B.
William McAndrew, A. B.
W. T. Felts, Ed. B.
F. G. Warren, A. B.
Appointments Committee
:
G. D. Wham, Ed. B.
W. A. Furr, A. M.
Anne McOmber.
Boarding Places
:
G. W. Smith, A. M.
F. H. Colyer, A. B.
Mary M. Steagall, Ed. B., Ph. B.
Summer Session, 1915, closes Friday, July 23.
Fall Term opens Tuesday, September 14, 1915.
Fall Term closes Thursday, December 23, 1915.
Winter Term opens Tuesday, January 4, 1916.
Winter Term closes Thursday, March 16, 1916.
Spring Term opens Tuesday, March 21, 1916.
Spring Term closes Wednesday, June 7, 1916.
Summer Session 1916, opens Monday, June 12.
Summer Session 1916, closes Friday, July 21.
The winter term classes will be organized the last week of the
fall term.
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HISTORY
An act of the General Assembly of the State of Illinois, ap-
proved April 20, 1869, provided for the establishment of this Nor-
mal School. By this act it was ordered that five trustees should be
appointed by the Governor of the State, who should fix the loca-
tion, erect the buildings, and employ teachers for the school. The
trustees located the school in the town of Carbondale, on a lot of
twenty acres, three-fourths of a mile south of the station of the
Illinois Central Railroad. The cornerstone was laid on the 17th day
of May, 1870, with impressive ceremonies by the Masonic fratern*
ity. The building was finished in time to be dedicated July 1, 1874
,
the first faculty commenced the work of instruction in the new
building July 2, 1874, at which time a summer session of four
weeks was opened, with fifty-three students attending.
On the sixth day of September, 1874, the regular work of the
Normal University commenced.
On the afternoon of November 26, 1883, at 3 o'clock the beau-
tiful building was discovered to be on fire, and before 5 o'clock
p. m., despite the efforts of the faculty, students, and citizens of
Carbondale, the entire' building was in ruins. By the heroic labors
of students, teachers and citizens, the library was saved, and most
of the furniture ; also the physical and chemical apparatus. All
the material in the museum was lost.
The citizens kindly offered the use of rooms in some of the
business blocks, which the trustees accepted, and the school went on
with regular recitation work, with an actual loss of less than two
days. In the meantime a plan was proposed for a temporary school
building, and in less than sixty days a building was completed con-
taining fourteen rooms, and the Normal School began its wonted
studies in this, its temporary home.
The General Assembly, by an act approved June 27, 1885, ap-
propriated $152,065 to replace the first building, then lying in ruins.
The foundation and stone walls of the first story were utilized, thus
saving from twelve to fifteen thousand dollars.
This building, which is the main one of the entire plant, is a
magnificent structure, in many respects superior to the one des-
troyed by fire. It was dedicated Thursday, February 24, 1887, and
occupied by the school with much rejoicing on the following Mon-
day.
The Science Building was provided for by an act of the Gen-
eral Assembly in the winter of 1895, appropriating $40,000 for the
purpose. It accommodates the physical, chemical and biological
10 Forty-first Annual Catalog of the
laboratories, the museum, gymnasium, manual training and agri-
cultural Department. It was completed in the fall of '95, and was
dedicated in '96. It also provided for the library till May 14, when
the books were transferred to the new Library Building, now known
as the ' ' Wheeler Library ; " so named in honor of the late Judge S.
P. Wheeler.
The Library Building was erected in the fall and winter of
1903-4 at a cost of $30,000. It was dedicated June 7, 1904.
The Forty-fifth General Assembly made an appropriation of
$50,000 for the erection of a Modern Model School Building. This
building was completed within the appropriation late in December,
1908, and adds very much to the material equipment of the Institu-
tion. It was dedicated with appropriate exercises on January 11,
1909. This building is named in honor of the late President, Rob-
ert Allyn.
The Forty-seventh General Assembly made an appropriation
of $75,000 with which to establish a Woman *s Building. This struc-
ture, now known as Anthony Hall, was completed in the fall of 1913
and was dedicated with impressive ceremonies on October 23. For
the first two terms after the opening there were a few vacant rooms
in the Hall, but with the opening of the spring term 1914, every
available room was in use and there was a waiting list.
The Forty-eighth General Assembly appropriated $50,000 for
the construction of a new light, heat and power plant. This new
plant is at the present date nearing completion, and will be ready
for use by the opening of the fall term.
The Forty-ninth General Assembly has just made an appro-
priation of $110,000 for a new auditorium, gymnasium and ad-
ministrative offices. It is hoped that this new building will be
ready for occupancy by the fall term of 1916.
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AIMS
Educational institutions may be divided according to their aims
into four classes
:
First : The public schools, whose aim is the promotion of good
citizenship by securing to all people the intelligence, morality and
patriotism which are essential to the existence and progress of the
State. Second: Colleges and universities, whose object is the gen-
eral and full development implied in complete manhood and in the
best preparation for professional life. Third: Professional and
polytechnic schools, in which the student is helped in his prepara-
tion for his chosen lifework. Fourth: Such institutions as the
Royal Society of Great Britain, the Sorbonne of France, and our
own Smithsonian Institute, which have for their special object the
advancement of science and art. This Normal University belongs
to the third class ; it aims to give the best physical, mental and pro-
fessional equipment for teaching.
The State Normal school holds an important relation to the
system of public schools. It helps to create and sustain a high stan-
dard of educational work. It should serve as a driving force and a
balance wheel to the whole system. Sanctioned and supported by
the State, it can institute those investigations and experiments
which result in much good to all the schools. It brings school fa-
cilities within the reach of many who otherwise would be unedu-
cated and enables them to repay the State by teaching in the public
school. If the State needs a great university which shall be a cen-
ter of educational forces, if an agricultural college should be sus-
tained on account of the importance of agriculture, much more, and
for similar reasons, should the normal school receive the care and
benefactions of the State. Man is more than all things else, and
whatever contributes to his better development is of the highest use.
If the graduates of normal schools shall take high rank as su-
perintendents, principals, and teachers in the public schools, they
must possess three elements of success : A full development of men-
tal power, a thorough mastery of the sciences involved, and a thor-
ough training in methods of instruction and school management.
If the normal school should neglect the first and second, the gradu-
ates would be supplanted by those of other schools; and if they
fail in the latter, there would be no good reason for the existence of
these institutions. Hence, we aim, first, to insure a broad and thor-
ough culture; and, second, to give special prominence to the pro-
fessional work peculiar to a normal school. Under the present
conditions of Southern Illinois, this school must hold itself ready
to do more or less academic work. As the better grades of high
school are created in the patronizing territory of the school, the
need of the academic phrase of the institution will become less and
less, and the professional side will be more and more emphasized.
12 Forty
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GENERAL INFORMATION
You are asked to note carefully the following sections from
"An Act to provide for the certification of teachers."
Sec. 6. County certificates granted by the county superinten-
dent and the requirements for the same shall be as follows
:
First.—A third grade elementary school certificate, valid for
one year in the first eight grades of the common schools of the coun-
ty in which it is issued and in no other county. This certificate shall
be renewable once only and on evidence satisfactory to the county
superintendent of three months' successful teaching or six weeks'
professional training. Applicants for this certificate shall be ex-
amined in orthography, civics, Illinois history, physiology, penman-
ship, reading, grammar, geography, United States history, arithme-
tic and the principles and methods of the State course of study.
This certificate shall not be issued the second time to the same per-
son.
At tJie option of tJie county superintendent tMs certificate may
be issued without examination to persons who have successfully
completed two years of work in a recognized normal school, or one
year of such work if the applicant is a graduate of the tenth grade.
Second.—A second grade elementary school certificate valid
for two years in the first eight grades of the common schools of the
county and in the ninth and tenth grades when endorsed for the
same by the county superintendent. This certificate shall be renew-
able on evidence satisfactory to the county superintendent of six
months' successful teaching or twelve weeks' professional training,
and a second time if in the period following the date of issue the
holder shall have acquired eighteen weeks' professional training in
any recognized school providing such training. The applicant for
this certificate shall be examined in orthography, civics, Illinois his-
tory, physiology, penmanship, reading, grammar, geography,
United States history, arithmetic, elementary science, pedagogy,
and the principles and methods of the State course of study.
At the option of the county superintendents this certificate
may be issued without examination to persons who have completed
the junior year's work in a recognized normal school, or its equiv-
alent.
Third.—A first grade elementary school certificate, valid for
three years in the first ten grades of the common schools of the
county, and in the high school when endorsed for the same by the
county superintendent. This certificate shall be renewable in-
definitely for periods of three years, upon evidence of successful
teaching and professional growth satisfactory to the county super-
intendent.
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The requirements for this form of certificate shall be: (1)
graduation from a recognized high school, or an equivalent prepara-
tion; (2) six months of successful teaching, and (3) an examina-
tion in orthography, including spelling, civics, Illinois history, phy-
siology, penmanship, reading, grammar, geography, United States
history, arithmetic, pedagogy, English, algebra, general history,
and any three of the following natural sciences : Botany, zoology,
physics, chemistry and physiography. This certificate shall be
issued to graduates of a recognized normal school, or from an insti-
tution offering an equivalent preparation, provided the applicant
has had one year of successful practice teaching, and applies for
the certificate within three years after graduation.
Fourth.—A high school certificate, valid for three years in the
high schools of the county. This certificate shall be renewable in-
definitely for periods of three years on evidence satisfactory to the
county superintendent of successful teaching or supervision and
professional growth.
The requirements for this form of certificate shall be: (1)
Graduation from a recognized high school, or an equivalent prepa-
ration: (2) a certificate showing the completion of at least two
years ' successful work in any recognized higher institution of learn-
ing, and (3) an examination in English, pedagogy, and six high
school subjects, three majors and three minors, chosen from a list
prescribed by the examining board hereinafter provided for : Pro-
vided, however, that graduates of a recognized normal school, col-
lege or university may offer within three years after graduation,
certified credits in lieu of examination in the above subjects accom-
panied by faculty recommendations of ability to teach in the high
school.
Fifth.—A supervisory certificate valid for three years for su-
pervisory work in any district in the county and for teaching in the
schools supervised by the holder. This certificate shall be renew-
able for three year periods on satisfactory evidence of successful
teaching or supervision, and of professional growth. The require-
ments for this certificate shall be: (1) Graduation from a recog-
nized high school and at least two years' work in a recognized high-
er institution, one of which shall have been in a normal school, or
an equivalent preparation; (2) two years' successful teaching or
supervision, and (3) a successful examination in English, educa-
tional psychology, the history of education, and school adminis-
tration.
Location, Etc.
Carbondale is a thriving little city, healthful and beautiful, of
over 5400 inhabitants, with many refined people. It is easy of ac-
cess, and offers inducements for board and social advantages beyond
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most places of its size. It has, perhaps, fewer temptations to idle-
ness, and combines religious and educational privileges in a degree
greater than the average of towns and cities of its size. Carbondale
has no saloons. Parents may be assured that their children will be
as safe as in any school away from home, and students may come
here and feel assured that economy and industry will be respected
and honored by their fellow students and by the faculty. The Illi-
nois Central Railroad affords ample facilities for convenient access,
three of its branches passing through Carbondale.
University Calendar
Fall Term begins Tuesday, September 14, and closes Thurs-
day, December 23, 1915.
Winter Term begins Tuesday, January 4, and closes Thursday,
March 16, 1916.
Spring Term begins Tuesday, March 21, and closes Wednesday,
June 7, 1916.
Summer Term of 1916 begins Monday, June 12, and closes Fri-
day, July 21.
Length of Terms: Fall, 15 weeks; Winter, 11; Spring, 12;
Summer 6.
Terms of Admission
All applicants for admission must present evidence of good
moral character and, to secure free tuition, they must agree to teach
in the public school of the State for a time not less than that cov-
ered by their attendance on the school. This agreement should not
be entered upon unless the applicant fully intends to teach. It may
become void, however, if engagement to teach cannot be secured by
reasonable effort. In case of a permanent change in plan, the indi-
vidual is expected to pay to the registrar of the Institution the dif-
ference between the regular tuition for the entire time and the inci-
dental fees he has paid.
Those who hold scholarships under the Lindley Bill are not
expected to sign the agreement to teach and are admitted without
the payment of any fees.
Eighth grade graduates enter without examination. Persons
holding third grade certificates, or with evidence of completion
of ninth grade work, are admitted to the first year of the normal.
Teachers holding second grade certificates are admitted to the sec-
ond year of the regular normal course. Graduates of accredited
high schools enter with junior standing. Reasonable credit will be
given for work done in other schools, provided satisfactory evidence
is presented.
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Expenses
TUITION
To those who sign the agreement to teach, tuition is gratuitous
;
but the ruling of the Board of Trustees of the Institution requires
that there shall be an incidental fee charged. At present this fee is
$3 for the term of fifteen weeks ,and $2 for the term of eleven and
twelve weeks, and $1 for the summer term. The rates of regular
tuition in the different departments are as follows
:
Summer Fall Winter Spring
Department. Term. Term. Term. Term.
Normal (Residents of Illinois) . . . $3.00 $8.00 $6.00 $6.00
Training School No tuition 4.00 3.00 3.00
BOARDING
Board can be had in good families in Carbondale at rates vary-
ing from $3.00 to $4.00 per week; and by self-boarding, or by
boarding in clubs, the cost may be reduced to $2.25 per week. By
strict economy the whole expense of boarding and tuition may be
reduced to less than $100 per year.
For the accommodation of the students a bank is maintained
in the office of the Registrar, and the students are urged to transact
their business through this bank provided they have not already es-
tablished relations with one of the local financial institutions.
ANTHONY HALL
With the beginning of the Fall Term, 1913, the Woman's
Building, Anthony Hall, was opened. This model school home for
girls will accommodate about seventy students. It has been erected
and furnished at a cost of $75,000, and every possible provision has
been made for the comfort, safety and well-being of its inmates.
Board and lodging in this ideal boarding house will be furnished
at $4.00 per week, except for summer term.
Free Instruction in Instrumental Music
The free instruction in violin and other stringed instruments,
cornet and other brass instruments, has proved very successful.
Encouraged by the interest in the violin, cornet work, etc., the man-
agement has opened three music rooms, each provided with a piano,
and an organ has been added to the equipment, so that any student
who wishes to prepare himself to lead the music in his school with
either the organ or piano, may be accommodated.
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LITERARY SOCIETIES
Zetetic and Socratic
During the first term of the first year of the Institution, Sep-
tember, 1874, the Zetetic Literary Society was organized. Later in
the year a sister organization was planned for, and in due time was
thoroughly established and christened the Socratic Literary So-
ciety. These have a large membership and are well attended.
The more elaborate exhibition of what these societies are able
to do is annually given to the public on Monday and Tuesday even-
ings of Commencement week.
The varied programs of these literary societies from week to
week add very materially to the work of the English department
in securing additional practice in the delivery of original and other
matter, and in the opportunity for becoming acquainted with par-
liamentary usages, thus fitting the Normal student for more intel-
ligent service in the communities in which he may labor.
The Faculty and Board of Trustees foster, with much care, the
best interests of the valuable adjuncts to the literary work of the
Institution. Their usual time of meeting is on Friday evening of
each week in the halls provided by the University.
Attendance Upon Church
Students are urged to identify themselves at an early date
after entering the Normal school, with some church of the city. It
is assumed, of course, that the student will affiliate with the church
to which he belongs at home, or with which he is most in sympathy
as to doctrine and modes of worship.
Christian Association
The Young Men's Christian Association and the Young
Women *s Christian Association each has a well-conducted organiza-
tion, which meets weekly in a room fitted for their use on the sec-
ond floor in the Library Building. Their committees look after
new students upon their arrival, and those who may be sick while
attending school, and in many ways minister to the wants of their
fellow students. Several classes in Bible study are maintained by
these societies. The State college secretaries of each of these
branches of Christian work pay the Institution a visit twice a year,
or oftener, for conference and direction of work. New students
upon their arrival may recognize the representatives of these as-
sociations by special badges worn, indicating their willingness to
render their kindly services whenever needed. These persons may
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be trusted implicitly in directing strangers to boarding houses and
clubs.
Departments
The Normal University forces are organized into two general
schools—the Academic and the Professional. The purely academic
work is cared for in the Normal University High School, which of-
fers as wide a variety of courses and as thorough a training as is
provided in the best secondary schools anywhere.
The Professional school is organized into two separate bodies
:
first, the Normal School proper; second, Teachers' College. A
graduate from the Normal School proper receives the usual di-
ploma, and the school offers the following courses: 1. A special
two-year course for graduates of four-year high schools. 2. An
English course of four years. 3. A German course of four years.
4. A Latin course of four years. 5. An Art course of four years.
6. A course in Manual Training of four years. 7. A course in
Household Arts of four years. 8. A course in Agriculture of four
years. 9. A Business course of four years.
The Teachers' College offers a choice of three courses: one
leading to the Ed. B., another to the Ph. B., and the third to the
A. B. degree. A graduate from the regular Normal School may
finish the degree course within two years. A graduate from a rep-
utable college may receive the degree at the end of one year.
COURSES OF STUDY
Beginning with the fall term 1915, twelve units will constitute
a year 's work, with the exception of the first year. The twelve units
will be selected, with the approval of the examiner, from the fifteen
offered in each year in the various courses laid out in this catalogue.
English Course
First Year
Fall
History (1, 3)
Arithmetic (2)
Geography (1, 3)
Reading (5, 7)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
Winter
Music (5)
Arithmetic (7)
El. Science (3)
Composition (1, 2)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
Spring
Illinois History (3)
Algebra and Geome-
try (1)
El. Science (2)
Grammar (7)
Drawing (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
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C Drawing (1, 3, 4)
B Grammar (2, 4, 6)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
School Management
(2, 3, 6)
D. Algebra (1, 5, 7)
C Literature (4)
A Geography (2, 7)
Zoology (1-2, 7-8)
El. Music (5)
El. Construction (6)
Second Year
B Geography (4, 7)
B Reading (3)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
B History (2, 3, 6)
B Arithmetic (1, 3)
Third Year
Elocution (6, 7 or
Bl. Drawing (6,7)
A History (4)
Physiology (1-2, 5-6)
Psychology (5)
Woodwork (7)
B Drawing (2, 4, 6)
A Reading (3)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
Civics (2, 6)
Indust. and Com.
Geog. (1)
A Grammar (1, 4)
A Arithmetic (4, 5)
Botany (3-4, 7-8)
Practice
Bench Work (6)
Rhetoric (2)
C Algebra (1, 3)
General History (5)
Practice
Phys. Tr.
Fourth Year
C Physics (3-4)
B Algebra (2, 4)
General History (5)
Sociology
Phys. Tr.
B Physics (3-4)
A Algebra (1, 2)
General History (5)
Music Methods (2)
Phys. Tr.
English History (6)
Geometry (3, 5)
Chemistry (7-8)
Hist, of Education
(4)
Astronomy (3)
or A Physics (1)
Fall
History (1, 3)
Arithmetic (2)
Geography (1, 3)
Reading (5, 7)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
Fifth Year
English Prose (6)
B Geometry (2, 3)
Chemistry (7-8)
Practice
History of Art (2, 3)
English Poetry (4)
A Geometry (3) or
Trigonometry (7)
Comparative Gram-
mar (1)
Geology (6)
Latin or German Course
First Year
Winter
Music (5)
Arithmetic (7)
El. Science (3)
Composition (1, 2)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
Spring
Illinois History (3)
Algebra and Geom-
etry (1)
El. Science (2)
Grammar (7)
Drawing (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
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e-Brswing (1, 3, 4)^
EathHHl, 2, 7)
or German 1 (7)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
School Management
(2, 3, 6)
W B-AIgeBra (1, 5,7)
Second Year
B* Grammar (2, 6)
Latin 2 (2, 4, 7)
or German 2(7)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
B History (2, 3, 6)
B Arithmetic (1, 3)
Third Year
B Drawing (2, 4, 6)
Latin 3 (1, 7)
or German 3 (7)
A Reading (3)
Civics (2, 6)
B Geography (4, 5)
C Literature (4) -J Elocution (6, 7) or A Grammar (1, 4)
A Geography (2, 7) BMJrawing (6, l)/ A Arithmetic (4, 5)
Zoology (1-2, 7-8) A A History (4)
El. Music (5) Physiology (1-2, 5-6)
Latin 4 (3, 6)
or German 4 (3)
Rhetoric (2)
C Algebra (1, 3)
Latin 7 (4)
or German 7 (4)
C Physics (5-6)
Phys. Tr.
Music Methods (6),
Latin 5 (3, 5)
or German 5 (3)
Fourth Year
General History (5)
B Algebra (2, 4)
Latin 8 (4)
or German 8(4)
B Physics (7-8)
Phys. Tr.
Botany (3-4, 7-8)
Psychology (2)
Latin 6 (3) or
German 6 (3)
General History (5)
A Algebra (1, 2)
Latin 9 (4)
or German 9 (4)
Sociology (6)
Practice
Fifth Year
Latin 10 (5) Latin 11 (5) Latin 12 (5)
or German 10 (5) or German 11 (5) or German 12 (5)
History of Education English Prose (6) English Poetry (4)
(4) History of Art (2, 3) Geology (6)
Chemistry (7-8) Practice A Geometry (3)
Practice B Geometry (2, 3) or Trigonometry
C Geometry (3, 5) (7)
Fall
B Grammar (2, 4, 6)
Zoology (1-2, 7-8)
B Drawing (4)
Rhetoric (2)
A Physics (1)
or Astronomy (3)
TWO YEAR COURSE
First Year
Winter
B History (2, 3, 6)
Practice
Psychology (5)
B Arithmetic (1, 3)
Elocution (6, 7) or
Bl. Drawing (6,7)
Phys. Tr.
Spring
A Arithmetic (4, 5)
A Reading (3)
B Geography (4, 5)
Sociology (6)
A Grammar (1, 4)
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English History (6)
History of Education
(4)
Chemistry (7-8)
A Geograph (2, 7)
El. Music (5)
Second Year
A History (4)
English Prose (6)
History of Art (2, 3)
B Algebra (2, 4)
Practice
Practice
English Poetry (4)
Music Methods (2)
A Geometry (3)
or Trigonometry
CO
Latin 12 (5) or
*Geology (6)
Fall
History (1, 3)
Arithmetic (2)
Geography (1, 3)
Reading (5, 7)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
AGRICULTURAL COURSE
First Year
Winter
Music (5)
Arithmetic (7)
EL Science (3)
Composition (1, 2)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
Spring
Illinois History (3)
Algebra and Geome-
try (1)
El. Science (2)
Grammar (7)
Drawing (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
B Grammar (2, 4, 6)
D Algebra (1, 5, 7)
Chemistry (1-2)
Crop Production (3)
C Literature (4)
Zoology (1-2, 7-8)
C Algebra (1, 3)
Dairy and Beef Cat-
tle (2)
Physics (5-6)
Second Year
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
B Reading (3)
B History (2, 3, 6)
Chemistry (1-2)
Crop Production
Third Year
Psychology (5)
Physiology (1-2, 5-6)
B Algebra (2, 4)
Sheep and Swine (3)
B Physics (7-8)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
Civics (2, 6)
B Arithmetic (7)
Chemistry (1-2)
School Management
(4)
Indust. and Com.
Geog. (1)
Botany (3-4, 7-8)
A Algebra (1,2)
Horses (4)
Breeding Farm Ani-
mals (5)
*Graduates of Latin High School Course will take Latin 12; others will
take Geology.
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Rhetoric (2)
Chemistry (3-4)
General History (5)
Soil Physics (7-8)
Dairying (6)
Prin. of Fruit Grow-
ing (5)
C -Geometry (3, 5)
Adv. Soil Fertility
(7-8)
History of Education
(4)
Entomology (6)
Fall
History (1, 3)
Arithmetic (2)
Geography (1, 3)
Reading (5, 7)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
C Drawing (1, 3, 4)
B Grammar (2, 4, 6)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
School Management
(2, 3, 6)
D Algebra (1, 5, 7)
C Literature (4)
El. Design (5)
Zoology (1-2, 7-8)
Mechanical Drawing
(2)
El. Construction (6)
Fourth Year
Sociology (1)
Chemistry (3-4)
General History (5)
Soil Physics (7-8)
Practice
Fifth Year
Small Fruit (5)
B Geometry (2, 3)
Adv. Soil Fertility
(7-8)
Practice
Feeds and Feeding
(1)
ART COURSE
First Year
Winter
Music (5)
Arithmetic (7)
El. Science (3)
Composition (1, 2)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
Second Year
Bl. Drawing (6, 7)
B Reading (3)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
B History (2, 3, 6)
B Arithmetic (1, 3)
B Drawing (2, 4, 6)
Third Year
Psychology (5)
Clay Modeling (3)
Physiology (1-2, 5-6)
Mechanical Drawing
(4)
Elocution (6, 7) or
Instr. Music (6, 7)
Practice
Chemistry (3-4)
General History (5)
Farm Management
(6)
Poultry (7)
Gardening or Or-
charding (6)
Farm Mechanics (2)
Soil Bacteriology (3)
Ornithology (5)
Market Classes and
Grades of Live
Stock (1)
Spring
Illinois History (3)
Algebra and Geome-
try (1)
El. Science (2)
Grammar (7)
Drawing (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
A Reading (3)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
Civics (2, 6)
B Geography (4, 5)
Practice
Cast Drawing (1)
Botany (3-4, 7-8)
Bench Work (6)
El. Music (5)
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Rhetoric (2)
C Algebra (1, 3)
General History (5)
Practice
Charcoal Drawing
(7)
History of Educa-
tion (4)
C Geometry (3, 5)
History or Art (1)
Adv. Water Color
(5)
English History (6)
Fourth Year
Practice
B Algebra (2, 4)
General History (5)
C Physics (3-4)
A Drawing (7)
Fifth Year
English Prose (6)
B Geometry (2, 3)
Adv. History of Art
(i)
Int. Design and
Home Economic (4)
Mechanical Perspec-
tive (3)
or Harmony (3)
Sociology (6)
Music Methods (2)
General History (5)
B Physics (3-4)
Adv. Design (1)
English Poetry (4)
Comparative Gram-
mar (1)
Picture Study (5)
Life Sketching (6)
A Geometry (3)
or Trigonometry
(7)
Fall
History (1, 3)
Arithmetic (2)
Geography (1, 3)
Reading (5, 7)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
COMMERCIAL COURSE
First Year
Winter
Music (5)
Arithmetic (7)
El. Science (3)
Composition (1,
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
Spring
Illinois History (3)
Algebra and Geome-
try (1)
2) El. Science (2)
Grammar (7)
Drawing (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
C Drawing (1, 3, 4)
B Grammar (2, 4, 6)
Adv. Penmanship (6)
D Algebra (1, 5, 7)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
Second Year
B Reading (3)
B History (2, 3, 6)
School Management
(4)
Mental Arithmetic
(i)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
B Drawing (2, 4, 6)
Civics (2, 6)
Indust. and Com.
Geog. (1)
Com. Arithmetic (3)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
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C Literature (4)
Com. Arithmetic (3)
Zoology (1-2, 7-8)
Typewriting (2)
Shorthand (1)
General History (5)
C Algebra (1,3)
Book-keeping (2)
Typewriting (3, 5)
Shorthand 4(4)
Third Year
Psychology (5)
Rapid Calculations
(6)
Physiology (1-2, 5-6)
Typewriting (7)
Shorthand 2 (3)
Fourth Year
General History (5)
B Algebra (2, 4)
Actual Business (7)
Typewriting (1)
Shorthand 5 (4)
Fifth Year
Rhetoric (2) English Prose (6)
C Physics (5-6) B Physics (7-8)
History of Education B Geometry (2, 3)
(4) Commercial Law (5)
C Geometry (3, 5) Corporations (2)
Banking (7)
Practice
English (6)
Botany (3-4, 7-8)
Typewriting (2)
Shorthand 3 (1)
General History (5)
Sociology (6)
Book-keeping (7)
Salesmanship (4)
Economics (2)
English Poetry (4)
Practice
Office Practice (3)
Commercial Law (5)
Auditing (1)
HOUSEHOLD ARTS COURSE
First Year
Fall
History (1, 3)
Arithmetic (2)
Geography (1, 3)
Reading (5, 7)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
C Drawing (1, 3,4)
B Grammar (2, 4, 6)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
Chemistry (1-2)
D Algebra (1, 5, 7)
Winter
Music (5)
Arithmetic (7)
El. Science (3)
Composition (1, 2)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
Second Year
B Reading (3)
B History (2, 3, 6)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
Chemistry (1-2)
School Management
(4)
Spring
Illinois History (3)
Algebra and Geome-
try (1)
El. Science (2)
Grammar (7)
Drawing (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
B Drawing (2, 4, 6)
Civics (2, 6)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
Chemistry (1-2)
B Arithmetic (7)
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C Literature (4)
C Algebra (1, 3)
Zoology (1-2, 7-8)
El. Construction (6)
Sewing and Textiles
(2-3)
Rhetoric (2)
General History (5)
C Geometry (3, 5)
Cookery (7-8)
Design and Dress
Making (1)
History of Education
Practice
Adv. Cookery (5-6)
Book-keeping (2)
Methods (3)
Third Year
Dec. Design (1)
B Algebra (2, 4)
Physiology (1-2,5-6)
C Phyics (3-4)
Sewing and Textiles
(7-8)
Fourth Year
Household Chemistry
(3-4)
General History (5)
B Geometry (2, 3)
Cookery (7-8)
Dress Making and
Pattern Making ( 1
)
Fifth Year
English Prose (6)
Practice
Nutrition (3)
History of Art (2, 3)
Home Economic (4)
Indust. and Com.
Geog. (1)
Psychology (2)
Botany (3-4, 7-8)
B Physics (3-4)
Sewing and Textiles
(5-6)
Chemistry of Foods
(3-4)
General History (5)
Bacteriology (2)
Cookery (7-8)
Sociology (6)
English Poetry (4)
Practice
Dietetics (5-6)
Home Economics (2)
Two Year Course in Household Arts
First Year
Fall
Rhetoric (2)
B Drawing (4)
El. Construction (6)
Cookery (7-8)
Sewing and Textiles
(2-3)
History of Education
(4).
Practice
Adv. Cookery (5-6)
Methods (3)
Dress Making and
Design (1)
Winter
Psychology (5)
Spring
Sociology (6)
Household Chemistry Chemistry of Poods
(3-4)
Physiology (1-2, 5-6)
Cookery (7-8)
Sewing and Textiles
(6)
Second Year
English Prose (6)
Practice
Nutrition (3)
Home Economics (4)
History of Art (2-3)
or Dress Making
and Pattern Mak-
ing (1)
(3-4)
Bacteriology (2)
Cookery (7-8)
Sewing and Textiles
(1-5)
English Poetry (4)
Practice
Dietetics (5-6)
Home Economics (2)
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MANUAL TRAINING COURSE
First Year
Fall
History (1, 3)
Arithmetic (2)
Geography (1, 3)
Reading (5, 7)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
C Drawing (1, 3, 4)
B Grammar (2, 4, 6)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
D Algebra (1, 5, 7)
School Management
(2, 3, 6)
C Literature (4)
C Algebra (1, 3)
Zoology (1-2, 7-8)
El. Construction (6)
Wood Turning (7)
C Geometry (3, 5)
A Physics (1)
General History (5)
Forge Work (8)
Mechanical Drawing
(2)
Winter
Music (5)
Arithmetic (7)
El. Science (3)
Composition (1, 2)
Penmanship and
Spelling (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
Second Year
B Reading (3)
B History (2, 3, 6)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
B Arithmetic (1,3)
B Geography (4, 7)
TJiird Year
C Physics (3-4)
B Algebra (2, 4)
Physiology (1-2, 5-6)
Dec. Design (1)
Wood Work (7)
Fourth Year
B Geometry (2, 3)
History of Art (2, 3)
General History (5)
Pattern Making (6)
Mechanical Drawing
(4)
Fifth Year
Chemistry (7-8) Chemistry (7-8)
Rhetoric (2) English Prose (6)
History of Education Mechanical Perspec-
(4) tive (3)
Practice Practice
Art Metal (5) Machine Shop (5)
Spring
Illinois History (3)
Algebra and Geome-
try (1)
El. Science (2)
Grammar (7)
Drawing (4)
Phys. Tr. (6)
B Drawing (2, 4, 6)
Civics (2, 6)
English and Phys.
Tr. (5)
Indust. and Com.
Geog. (1)
Carpentry (7)
B Physics (3-4)
A Algebra (1, 2)
Botany (3-4, 7-8)
Psychology (2)
Bench Work (6)
A Geometry (3)
or Trigonometry
(?)
General History (5)
Cabinet Making (8)
Mechanical Drawing
(4)
Sociology (6)
Metallurgy (6-7)
English Poetry (4)
Con. Design (3)
Practice
Machine Shop (5)
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COURSES LEADING TO THE A. B., PH. B., OR ED. B. DEGREE
Rules governing the degree courses:
Graduate courses in which a class meets daily for one term
shall be given one credit or unit.
Twenty-four units are required for any baccalaureate degree,
these units to be in addition to those required for the normal di-
ploma. No duplication of credits is permissible.
No member of the faculty may admit to any degree course any
student who is not a graduate of the school, without having such
registration approved by the president.
Any subject required in any degree course may be offered as
an elective in any other degree course. Any subject found in the
senior year of our several courses may, upon approval by the presi-
dent, be offered as an elective, provided it has not been used for
graduation.
The A. B. Degree
Candidates for the A. B. degree must meet the following re-
quirements : Four years of Latin, and two years of Greek are re-
quired of all candidates for this degree. All of the Greek and the
last two years of Latin may be taken with other degree courses and
counted as part of the required 24 credits. In addition to these
requirements, the following credits must be made
:
Mathematics 3 units
History 3 units
High School Education 1 unit
High School Practice 1 unit
Psychology 1 unit
English 1 unit
Biological or Physical Science 2 units
Electives are offered as follows
:
Latin (additional) 6 units
or
Modern Language 6 units
Mathematics (additional) 3 units
Biological or Physical Science 4 units
English 2 units
Geology 1 unit
Astronomy 1 unit
Art 3 units
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The Ph. B. Degree
Six units in one line or department of work shall constitute a
major. Three units in one line or department of work shall con-
stitute a minor.
Upon entrance to this course each student shall elect (through
consultation with the heads of the departments concerned) one
major and at least one minor, to be chosen from the following:
Mathematics 6 units (1 major, 2 minors)
Biological Science 6 units (1 major, 2 minors)
Physical Science 6 units (1 major, 2 minors)
History 3 units ( 1 minor)
Earth Science 3 units (1 minor)
( The biology consists of a year each in botany and zoology
;
the physical science of one year of chemistry and one of physics.)
All candidates are required to complete:
Modern Language 6 units
English 1 unit
High School Education 1 unit
High School Practice 1 unit
Psychology 1 unit
The five elective units needed to complete the work for a de-
gree may be chosen from any major or minor group except the
group in which the candidate has chosen his major.
The Ed. B. Degree
Candidates must meet the following requirements
:
Psychology 1 unit
Sociology or History of Education 1 unit
Child Development or School Administration 1 unit
High School Education 1 unit
High School Practice 2 units
English 1 unit
The electives in this course are to be chosen from at least five
departments in which graduate work is offered leading to the A. B.
and Ph. B. degrees.
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RHETORIC, READING, ELOCUTION AND ENGLISH
LITERATURE
HENRY W. SHRYOCK
HELEN BRYDEN
JENNIE MITCHELL
English 1 and 2. First year. Two term course. Five recita-
tions a week.
The basis of the work is the eighth book in the Reading-Litera-
ture series. The work begins with a number of type studies as fol-
lows: Poetry, Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette and Wordsworth's
Michael; oration, Webster's Bunker Hill Address; the story,
Hardy's Three Strangers; the drama, Tennyson's The Falcon of
Ser Federigo. Section two of the book provides ample drill in
oral reading, and the third furnishes abundant examples of story-
telling, description and explanation. From beginning to end the
work addresses itself to the ear, and the selections are all read
aloud in class. Running parallel with these reading lessons is a
series of composition exercises.
English 4. (Second year composition.) Three term course, two
class recitations a week.
A study of paragraphing, syntax, and punctuation, with a
thorough study of the three elements of composition—unity, co-
herence and emphasis. Practical work in the writing of compo-
sitions. The class studies of Charles Dickens' Tale of Two Cities,
and this is used as the basis of some composition work.
English 9. (Rhetoric). Text, Forms of discourse, Cairns.
This class meets five times a week through the fall term.
Reading
English 5. (B) Selections studied, Lady of the Lake and
Silas Marner. While the emphasis is placed upon literary analy-
sis of the two masterpieces studied, the elocutionary drill is not
neglected.
English 6. (A) This class concerns itself with the pedagogy
of reading, and in the main the work follows the outline in the state
Course of Study.
Elocution
English 8. One term's work provided for; text, Cumnock's
Choice Reading.
Literature
English 7. (C) Texts, Swinton's Studies in English Litera-
ture; Johnson's History of English and American Literature.
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Translations from Old English Prose, Cook and Tinker; Transla-
tions from Old English Poetry, Cook and Tinker.
English 10. (B) Technique of poetry; texts, Lanier's
Science of English Verse and Corson's Primer of English Verse;
supplementary studies, Macbeth, Paradise Lost, Idylls of the King,
Princess.
English 11. (A) The Essay; texts, Clark's Manual of Eng-
lish Prose Style; illustrative material drawn from the works of
DeQuincy Macaulay, Carlyle, and Lowell.
Degree Course Work
English 12. (A) Public Speaking.
English 13. (B) Special course in Fiction based on the fol-
lowing works: Bride of Lammermoor, Vanity Fair, David Cop-
perfield, Adam Bede, Kidnapped, Last of the Mohicans, Marble
Faun.
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GRAMMAR
MARTHA BUCK
LILY GUBELMAN
In the Normal department each term of the year has grammar
as one of the required branches.
(C) In this class the simple sentence with its elements, and
the parts of speech with their inflections are studied. A thorough
review of the simpler constructions is given with much practice in
forming illustrative sentences.
(B) In this term a rapid review of the simple sentence and
parts of speech is given from the view-point of the teacher. As the
elements are studied, the parts of speech of which they are com-
posed are reviewed, with their properties and inflections. The
value of each principle as a guide to correct English is tested as it
is applied in answering the questions asked by the class. Infini-
tives and participles are given careful study, also capitalization
and punctuation. How to make this work plain to others is the
central idea.
(A) This term's study is given to compound and complex
sentences. In this term abridgment is treated and its grammatical
changes noted, with the principles which underlie them. A part of
the time is given to the idioms in good use and the figures of syn-
tax. The remainder of the term is used in a special study of meth-
ods. The work begins with the first language lesson, and takes up
grade by grade through grammar to the close of a high school
course. What is suitable to each grade, and how to adapt the
teaching to the capacity of the pupils, are the central points for
consideration. Thus a complete review of both language and gram-
mar is incidentally obtained. Method work is done in connection
with illustrative work in the Training Department. The outline
in State Course is used in this class.
Comparative and Historical Grammar
The aim of this course is to furnish the student with a his-
torical background for the study of English grammar. English,
an almost uninflected language, is compared with Latin, a highly
inflected language, in order that the pupil may understand the de-
vices used to offset the loss of inflections. The student is also taught
the history and growth of the language, especially as reflected in
the forms and constructions of modern English.
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LANGUAGES
C. E. ALLEN
J. M. PIERCE, ASSOCIATE
EMMA L. BOWYER, ASSISTANT
The Latin and German Courses provide for four years of Latin
or German, and pupils are advised to choose one language and take
four years of it. Credit is given, however, for four years of for-
eign language study, with the condition that not less than one year
of any language shall be accepted. With this condition pupils may
offer French or Greek as well as Latin and German.
Latin
Eleven terms of Latin are required of all those who take the
Latin Course, the twelfth term being optional. An advanced course
of two years is now offered. This course is designed primarily to
meet the demands of those preparing to teach Latin in the high
school.
Latin, 1, 2, 3. Hale's First Latin Book is used as the text
throughout the first year. Quantitative pronunciation is taught
and pupils are required to mark long vowels in all written work,
Latin 4, 5, 6. The second year is given to the study of Caesar
and prose composition. Five books of the Gallic War are read, and
prose composition based on the first four books is taken from Hale 's
Latin Cmposition. Hale and Buck's Latin Grammar.
Latin 7. Orations of Cicero. First three against Catiline
with selections from Sallust's Catiline and prose composition.
Latin 8. Cicero. The fourth against Catiline with selections
from Sallust, the orations for the Manilian Law and the poet Arch-
ias. Daniell's Prose Composition.
Latin 9. Ovid. Selections, about 1,500 verses. Greek and
Roman Mythology.
Latin 10. Virgil's Aeneid. First three books. Scanning and
Mythology. Study and recitation on Sellar*s Virgil.
Latin 11. Six books of the Aeneid completed. Sellar's Virgil.
Latin 12. Cicero, Essay on Old Age. Phormio of Terence.
Advanced Courses in Latin
Latin 13. Livy (Books XXI, XXII).
Latin 14. Horace (Satires and Epistles).
Latin 15. Tacitus (Germania and Agricola) Suetonius
(Julius Caesar and Augustus).
Latin 16. Virgil, (Eclogues and Georgics).
Latin 17. Juvenal.
Latin 18. Review and Methods.
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Greek
Greek 1 and 2. Burgess and Bonner's First Greek Book.
Greek 3, 4 and 5. Xenophon's Anabasis, Books I-IV. Bon-
ner's Greek Composition.
Greek 6. Homer, Illiad I-III.
German
First year (1, 2, 3). The Hoelzel pictures, with text. Simple
stories. Manley's Ein Sommer in Deutschland. Poems and songs.
English and German cognates: Historical and linguistic relations
to each other.
Second year (4, 4, 6). Hillern's Hoeher als die Kirche. Ger-
staecker's Germelshausen. Der Prozess und Einer muss heiraten.
Aus Nah und Fern. Kullmer's Sketch Maps of Germany. Poems
and songs. Germanic Etymologies from Webster and Century Dic-
tionaries.
Third year (7, 8, 9). Riehl's Der Fluch der Schoenheit. Frei-
tag's Die Journalisten. Schweitzer's Deutschland. Selections
from Goethe and Schiller. Aus Nah and Fern. Indo-European
and Germanic Etymologies. Grimm's Laws. Umlaut and Ablaut.
Fourth year (10, 11, 12). Sudermann's Frau Sorge. Schweit-
zer's Kulturgeschicte. Readings from literary and scientific maga-
zines. Selected works of Heine, Wildenbruch, Heyse, Riehl.
French
First year (1, 2, 3). Snow and Le Bon's Easy French. La-
Tache du Petit Pierre. Talbot's Le Francais et sa Patrie. Eng-
lish, French and Latin : Their historical and linguistic relations
to each other; derivatives and doublets.
Second year (4, 5, 6). Merimee's Columba. Daudet's La Belle
Nivernaise. Erckmann-Chatrian's Madame Therese. Romanic
etymologies in English.
Spanish
First year (1, 2, 3). Conversation with the Hoelzel pictures.
Essentials of grammar. Simple prose. Practice in translating and
• writing commercial correspondence.
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ART
MATILDA P. SALTER
GRACE L. BURKET, ASSISTANT
Realizing the cultural value of Art study and the fact that
drawing is one of the best means of mental development, a certain
amount of work in this department is required in all courses. Ad-
vanced study is offered for those who wish to become supervisors
of drawing or who are particularly interested in Art.
Drawing
(Art 16). Preparatory. Free hand drawing from nature
and from still life. Out of door sketching. Pencil and ink are
the mediums used.
(Art 1). The principles of perspective are studied and ap-
plication is made in the drawing of objects singly and in groups;
drawings are made also from nature, using as subjects: flowers,
fruits, trees and simple landscapes. Some sketching from life.
Mediums used are pencil and crayons.
(Art 3). A term in blackboard sketching is offered to meet
the demand that the teacher shall be able to draw on the blackboard
rapidly and clearly for the purposes of illustration. Practice will
be given in drawing from objects, from memory and from imagina-
tion.
(Art 8). Drawing in charcoal, from still life and from casts.
Out of door sketching.
(Art 14). Continued work in charcoal from casts of flowers,
fruits, animals and the human figure.
(Art 15). Life sketching. Study of the proportions of the
human figure. Drawing from pose in costume.
Methods
(Art 4). Public school art in its relation to American life
will be discussed. Talks by the students on the different phases of
art illustrated by numerous drawings. Methods of teaching art in
the grades. Students will be required to make out a course of
study in drawing for the first eight grades.
Watercolor
Art (2). Work from nature and from still life. Study of
the theory of color and of color harmonies. Application to the
problems of home decoration and of dress.
(Art 10). Studies from nature and from still life. Out of
door sketching.
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Design
(Art 6). This course includes a study of the principles of
design, balance, rhythm and harmony; and of the terms, tone,
measure and shape. By problems the student is led to a practical
application of these terms and principles. General principles of
lettering. Letter forms and proportions.
(Art 7). Continuation of the study of the principles of de-
sign. Practical application of these in the making and applying
of designs for different materials and purposes. Principles of con-
ventionalization applied to natural forms. Theory of color in its
application to design. Design is studied in its relation to manual
training, commercial life and art in the home.
(Art 9). Clay modeling. This course includes the making of
type forms and objects based on them, simple animal forms, model-
ing from casts, tiles and hand built pottery. Some instruction in
firing and glazing of pottery.
History of Art
(Art 5). A study will be made of Architecture, Sculpture
and Painting in order that the student may become familiar with
the masterpieces in these subjects. The school owns a large col-
lection of pictures and some good lantern slides. These are used and
talks are given. Each student will be required to make a note-book
to cover the work of the term.
(Art 11). History of Architecture and Sculpture. Similar
work to Art 5 but more time will be given to the study. A text
book will be used as the basis of instruction but this will be sup-
plemented by talks, readings and pictures.
(Art 12). Histury of Painting. A study will be made of the
art of the different countries of the great artists and their paintings.
(Art 13). Picture Study. Composition and the principles
of art will be studied in their relation to pictures. The subject of
how to judge a picture will be discussed. Individual pictures will
be studied, using as a basis the Illinois Course in Picture Study.
Degree Courses
(Art 17, Art 18). History of Art. The art of a country will
be studied in relation to its geography, history and political and
social life. The library has an excellent collection of books which
will be used for reference. Two terms required.
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Design on Watercolor
(Art 19, Art 20). Advanced work will be given in either
water color or design. One term of either required.
HISTORY
GEORGE W. SMITH
Preparatory Department
(C) Course 1. Text, Montgomery. This course is intended
to supplement the work of the 8th grade, and will cover all subjects
in United States History up to and including the Revolutionary
war.
Illinois History. Course 4. Text, Smith. Illinois history is
a part of the history of the United States. While this is kept con-
stantly in view, the pupil is brought to a realization that this his-
tory was made at our very door. Some attention will be given to
the spirit of local history and to the method of investigation.
Normal Courses
(B) Course 6. Text, Channing. The work in this class will
begin with the political separation of the American Colonies from
Great Britain, and will consider as general topics the following:
The Formation of the State Governments; The Continental Con-
gress; The Confederation; The Constitutional Convention; Or-
ganization of the Government Under the Constitution ; Rise of Po-
litical Parties ; Internal Development.
Civics. Course 7. Text, Guitteau. A course in Civics will
be given the Spring Term of the first year. The machinery of our
federal and state governments, as well as local governmental mat-
ters, will be considered. Atttention will also be given to present
civic problems.
(A) Course 9. Text, Mace. In this course the general sub-
jects for discussion are: the general nature of the subject matter
of history; the principles and processes of its organization; the
phases of elementary history work; and a study of the periods of
United States history.
Grecian History. Course 10. Text, West. While the history
of Greece will occupy a large share of the time, a brief summary
of the oriental nations will be taken.
Roman History. Course 11. Text, West. This term will be
devoted to the period from the founding of Rome to the time of
Charlemagne.
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Mediaeval Europe. Course 12. Text, Davis. European
history will occupy the time of the class the spring term. The
length of the term is such that only a general summary can be
taken. Emphasis will be given to the relation of European his-
tory to American history.
English History. Course 13. Text, Cheyney. English His-
tory follows the three terms of general history of the Junior year.
The value of this course lies in its relation to American History.
Special emphasis will be given to the origin and growth of those
institutions which has been transplanted to our own soil.
Degree Courses
Advanced Greek. Course 15. Text, Bury. This course is of-
fered the fall term. Attention will be given to sources ; migratory
movements; city-state government; confederations; art, literature,
and other sources of Greek culture.
Roman Political Institutions.—Course 16. Text, Abbott. In
this course we take a comprehensive survey of the political insti-
tutions under the Monarchy, the Republic, and the Empire. When-
ever the opportunity offers, comparisons will be made between Ro-
man institutions and those of more recent times.
The French Revolution. Course 17. Text, Mathews. The
work in this course begins with Lowell's Eve of the French Revo-
lution, and Young 's Travels in France, as a background after which
the text is used as a basis of discussion.
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GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY
FRANK H. COLYER
Geography 2. Text, Dodge. This course gives a general sur-
vey of the principles of geography followed by a study of the conti-
nent of North American. Special attention will be given to the
geography of the United States.
Geography 3. Text, Dodge. Geography 2 is necessary before
taking this course. It is the aim of this course to make an intensive
study of some one continent, as Europe or South America. Consid-
erable drill will be given in the use of books of reference and supple-
mentary material of various kinds.
Geography 4. Text, Dodge and Kirchway. Courses 2 and 3
should precede this work in methods. The purpose is to discuss the
principles and methods of teaching geography in the various grades
of the public schools.
Geography 5. It is the plan of this course to give a general
discussion of the industrial and commercial conditions of the lead-
ing countries of the world with particular attention to the Unted
States. Many of the simpler geographic and economic principles
governing trade and industries will be discussed.
Geology 8. This course aims to give a general view of the field
of geology. A few of the more important rocks and minerals will be
studied. Chief attention will be given to the dynamic and historical
phases of the science.
Degree Courses—Geology
Geology 9, 10 and 11.—Text, Chamberlain and Salisbury's Col-
lege Geology. All students taking these courses should have a work-
ing knowledge of botany, zoology and chemistry, also Geology 8.
The aim of these three terms' work is to give a much more detailed
study of dynamic, structural and historical geology than that in
general geology.
PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY
GEO. D. WHAM
Education 1. School Management.
The following topics indicate the nature of the course: The
first day of school ; the organization of the school ; the making of
programs; discipline and moral training; securing and holding at-
tention; the technique of the recitation; school equipment; sanita-
tion and decoration; the teacher's relation to parents, school board,
community and profession.
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Bagley's Class-room Management, or its equivalent, is the text.
Additional readings as the topic demands.
Education 2. Psychology.
This is a course in elementary educational psychology. The
various principles that underlie effective teaching are developed,
illustrated by concrete exercises and problems, and then exempli-
fied by illustrative lessons taught by the critic teachers of the
Training School.
Colvin and Bagley's "A First Book in Psychology, M or its
equivalent, is the text. Assigned readings in James' Talks to
Teachers, Colvin 's Learning Process, and McMurry 's How to Study.
Education 3. Principles of Education.
This course is a systematic study of the fundamental princi-
ples of education as they are derived from the basic sciences of
biology, physiology, psychology, and sociology. The principles thus
derived are, throughout the course, applied in the interpretation
and criticism of current and proposed educational theories and
practice.
Bagley's Educative Process, Bagley's Educational Values,
Ruediger's Principles of Education, Horn's Philosophy of Educa-
tion and Spencer's Education are the books studied and read.
Education 4. History of Education.
The chief aim of this course is to afford the teacher the sanity
of judgment that comes only by seeing present day education in
perspective against its historical background. It traces in the his-
tory of nations the evolution of educational ideals and practice in
response to social needs and to the contributions of philosophic
and scientific thought. The important periods are studied as they
are represented by noted writers and reformers.
Monroe's History of Education is the text. Additional read-
ings in Graves' History of Education, Quick's Educational Re-
formers, and Painter's Great Pedagogical Essays.
Education 5. Advanced Psychology.
This is intended to be an advanced course in pure psychology
without special regard to its application to teaching. It attempts
to equip the student with an organized knowledge of the facts and
laws of mental life. It further attempts to train the student in the
art of introspection in the study of his own mental processes and
thus to increase his power to discern and control the mental pro-
cesses of others. Throughout the course introspection is aided by
experiment.
Titchener's Text-book in Psychology, or its equivalent, is the
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text. Seashore's Experiments in Psychology is used for experi-
mental work.
Education 6. Sociology.
This course includes the consideration of the origin and nature
of society and of the great social institutions of family, church, state,
and school. It makes a specal study of the relation between society
and the individual, and of the practical problems, industrial, gov-
ernmental, and educational, growing out of the complexity and
rapid development of modern society.
Ellwood's Sociology and Modern Social Problems and Eoss's
Social Psychology are used as texts. Assigned readings throughout
the term.
Education 7. High School Education.
This course purposes the study of such topics as adolescence;
the history, aims, and methods of secondary education; the organ-
ization of high school courses of study ; high school equipment ; and
the problems of discipline and management peculiar to the high
school.
The text used is Johnson 's, The Modern High School. Assigned
reading of addresses, reports and bulletins on high school subjects.
Education 8. Child Development.
This course attempts to trace the stages of physical and psychic
growth from infancy to maturity, and thus to secure a more intel-
ligent basis for organization, course of study, discipline, and teach-
ing in the different grades of the elementary and high school.
Among the books studied and read are Tanner's The Child,
King's Psychology of Child-Development, Kirkpatrick 's Funda-
mentals of Child-Study, Swift's Mind in the Making, and Hall's
Youth.
Education 9. School Administration.
The primary aim in this course is to give a comprehensive view
of the elaborate organzation and specialization of educatonal forces
in the United States, and a corresponding appreciation of the educa-
tional machinery through which these forces operate. Following
a brief review of the development of the American Public School
System is the study of such topics as, units of organization and su-
pervision, school finances, courses of study, school plant, grading of
pupils, measurement of results of teaching, improvement of teach-
ers, and adjustment to community needs.
Dutton and Snedden's Administration of Public Education is
the text. Additional readings as demanded by the topic studied.
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MATHEMATICS
WILLIAM TROY FELTS
WARD H. TAYLOR
E. G. LENTZ
The work in this department is primarily to give an under-
standing of the processes and forms of expression in the several
branches of mathematics offered; to secure expertness in opera-
tions; to train the pupil in his power to select features of prime
importance, exercise individual judgment in formal reasoning and
choose logical steps in demonstration ; to see the practical and busi-
ness aspect of topic when practicable; and to present the history
and pedagogy of each to such extent as seems practical. To ac-
complish these ends the following courses are offered.
NORMAL COURSES
Arithmetic
Sensenig and Anderson
First Year. Two courses are offered for students just out of
eighth grade, and who need more thorough grounding in the funda-
mentals before taking up the regular courses.
First term, Math. 1. (D Arith.) A thorough review and
drill in the elementary processes, g. c. d., 1. c. m., common and deci-
mal fractions, with a view of fixing principles.
Second term, Math. 2. (C Arith.) Percentage and its more
useful applications with particular attention to business applica-
tions, customs and usages. This is an enlargement of the work of
seventh grade as outlined by the State Course.
Second year, second term, Math. 10. (Arith. B) Mensura-
tion, metric system, specific gravity, and air pressure. This is an
enlargement upon the work of eighth year as outlined in the State
Course
Third year, third term, Math. 30 (Arith. A) The pedagogy
of arithmetic in the grades and interpretation of the arithmetic of
the State Course. Pre-requisites, Pedagogy B, and Math. 10.
Algebra
Well's Essentials of Algebra
First Year. (No text) Third term, first half, Math. 3. One
half term will be devoted to the development of the x-equation and
its application in the solution of such problems in arithmetic as yield
naturally to that form of solution.
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Second year, first term, Math. 14. (D Alg.) The rudiments
of algebra including the elementary processes, factoring, g. c. d.,
1. c. m., and fractions; simultaneous equations in two unknowns
involving integers and fractions. Pre-requisites, Math. 3.
Fourth year, first term, Math. 15. (C Alg.) A comprehensive
review of Math. 14, involving literal exponents, simple equations
and simultaneous equations in two and three unknowns involving
integral, fractional and literal coefficients. Pre-requisits, Math. 14.
Fourth year, second term, Math. 16 (B Alg.) Inequalities,
involution, evolution, theory of exponents, logarithms, radicals, and
quadratic equations. Pre-requisite, Math. 15, or one full year of
high school algebra.
Fourth year, third term, Math. 17. (A Alg.) Simultaneous
equations involving quadratics, theory of quadratic equations, zero
and infinity, ratio and proportion, variations, progressions, binom-
al theorem, indeterminate coefficients. Pre-requisite, Math. 16, or
one and a half years of high school algebra in an accredited high
school.
Geometry
SlaugJit and Lennes.
First year, third term, second half, (Math. 3.) 2 Beginning
geometry; congruence, parallels, similar figures and proportion;
all the usual constructions of plane geometry. The approach is
from the constructive side. Assumptions are freely made, formal
proofs being presented when a felt need arises on the part of the
student.
Fourth year, first term, Math. 20 (C Geom.) Half of plane
geometry completed. Less freedom of assumptions than in Math-
3. Emphasis in accord with Report of Committee of Fifteen. Pre-
requisite, Math. 3.
Fifth year, second term, Math. 21 (B Geom.) Plane geometry
completed. A survey of plane geometry as a whole is made, with
discussion of alternative proofs, order of theorems, a possible mini-
mum number of assumptions, etc. Pre-requisite, Math. 20.
Fifth year, third term, Math. 22 (A Geom.) Solid Geometry.
Mensuration is emphasized. This course is elective with Plane Trig-
onometry. Pre-requisite, Math. 21.
Degree Courses
As occasion demands courses will be offered for graduate units
in the following:
Plane Trigonometry. This may be selected in lieu of solid
geometry in graduating from any of the normal courses in which
solid geometry is required. When so used, solid geometry may be
used as a graduate credit in lieu of it.
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College Algebra, Amplification of most of the topics of Math.
17 with variables and functions, mathematical induction, complex
numbers, theory of equations, limits, infinite series, probability.
Pre-requisite, Math. 17. Text, Hawkes' College Algebra.
Plane Analytics with enough of the elements of solid analytics
give a foundation for calculus. A few high plane curves discussed.
Differential and Integral Calculus, with emphasis on the for-
mer. The approach is by the theory of limits. Applications to laws
of physical science. Two units of work will be offered in calculus
with the stress upon the integral in the second unit; maxima and
minimia, curvature, definite integrals, multiple integrals, area and
volume by integration, first and second moments, infinite series, etc.
Pedagogy of Secondary Mathematics. Discussion of the meth-
ods of presentation of algebra, geometry and trigonometry; recent
movements in the field of secondary mathematics, etc.
PHYSICAL TRAINING AND ATHLETICS
INEZ L. HOLLENBERGER
WILLIAM MC ANDREW
The course in Physical Training aims to provide for the phy-
sical welfare of the student in order to increase his capabilities
for mental effort, and to furnish him with a practical system of
gymnastics for use in his later professional work. It aims also,
in addition to affording daily health and recreation, to make
possible that confidence and ease which comes from the sense of
a strong body brought under perfect subjection to the will
through systematic training.
A large gymnasium, well equipped with light American ap-
paratus and with Swedish and German stationary apparatus, af-
fords every opportunity for indoor exercise, and the large cam-
pus and Bayliss Field meet the need for track athletics and out-
door games. The basket-ball, volley-ball, captain-ball, and others,
make them an important feature of the work in this department.
The young men have representative teams in foot-ball, tennis,
base-ball, and basket-ball, all of which are subject to the rules
and regulations of the department. The young ladies play a
series of basket-ball games during the winter term, each class in
Normal being represented by a team.
All students from the 8th grade and all preparatory Normal
students are required to take physical training three periods a
week. The work is required of all students in the English course
throughout the first year. The first year Latin course students
take the work throughout the fall and winter terms. In the first
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year of the Commercial courses, physical training alternates with
an English course. Graduates of High Schools, who in scholastic
standing are really third year students, are required to take phy-
sical training during the winter term.
No student is allowed on the gymnasium floor for work with-
out gymnasium shoes. Young men are asked to provide them-
selves with the regulation gray gymnasium trousers and quarter-
sleeve jerseys, and the young ladies with the black blouses and
divided skirts. The special costume is to allow perfect freedom
of movement during exercise and to save the ordinary apparel
from the unusual "wear and tear."
During the past five years the Department of Athletics un-
der the direction of the Institution has invited the High Schools
of Southern Illinois to participate in an Intellectual and Athletic
Meet. This year twenty-five High Schools were here with a total
of two hundred eighty-three contestants. This meet has proved
to be a very pleasant and interesting occasion for the school peo-
ple of this section of the state.
MUSIC
GLENN C. BAINUM
LYDIA G. PARSONS, ASSISTANT
JULIA DICKERMAN CHASTAINE, VIOLA, CELLO
H. RAYMOND MOORE, BRASS WIND INSTRUMENTS
The several courses provide for definite study of the theory
and practice of music, and aim to train the individual to ap-
preciate good music and to prepare the prospective grade
teacher for teaching the subject.
Music 1 (Preparatory)
The work of this term aims to train the eye, ear and voice
and to lay a foundation for Music 2. Several songs are taught
by rote and Italian syllable names applied later; through these
songs all facts of pitch, interval, rhythm, etc., are presented. The
study of theory is incidental. No outside preparation is re-
quired. Students who have studied vocal music through the
grades are not required to take this course. One year of instru-
mental music may be substituted.
Text: Supplied.
Music 2 (Elementary)
Although designed for grade teachers this course is equally
valuable to students in voice, piano or orchestral instruments. It
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includes the study of the symbols of notation, major, minor and
chromatic scales, measures in common use, rhythmic patterns,
musical terms, syllable singing, song study, etc.
To complete elementary music, students must pass written
test in the theory of music and be able to sing at sight, with
words or Italian syllables, music of the degree of difficulty of
" America. "
Pre-requisite : Music 1.
Texts: School Song Book, McConathy.
Music Notation and Terminology, Gehrkens.
Music 3 (Advanced)
Music 3 is a combination of advanced theory, history, biog-
raphy and methods. Theory continues the study of diatonic and
chromatic scales, key relationship and moluation employing chro-
matics as members of the dominant seventh chord, common
chords, terminology, sight-reading, and song analysis. Assigned
topics in history and biography are presented by members of the
class. Methods include the systematic study of at least one
course in public school music, outlines of the music as presented
in the Training School, care and training of the child-voice,
montones, class organization, rote songs and song interpretation.
The Victrola is used for purposes of illustration.
Pre-requisite : Music 2.
Texts: Readers supplied.
Music Notation and Terminology, Gehrkens.
Manual of School Music, Rix.
Children's Voices, Curtis.
Music 4 (Harmony and Music Appreciation)
Music 4 is an optional subject in the Art Course but is a val-
uable course for those who desire advanced work in theory. Two
days each week are devoted to the study of melodic and har-
monic structure of simple four-part music. Students are re-
quired to write simple melodies and harmonize same in common
and dominant seventh chords. Three days each week are given
to music appreciation including musical form, history, and biog-
raphy. Through the use of the Victrola special emphasis is
given to the study of opera and oratorio.
Pre-requisite : Music 3. By permission from the department,
students may enter this course and take Music 3 as a parallel
course.
Texts: Harmony, Clark. Musical Form, Cornell. First
Studies in Musical Biography, Tapper. History of Music, Fill-
more.
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Instrumental Music
Class instruction in orchestral instruments is elective; one
credit, (two terms), may be substituted for Music 4. Classes re-
cite three days each week.
Music 21, 22, 23 (Violin First Year)
The subject matter of the text used is correlated with the
singing lesson wherever possible. Emphasis is placed upon the me-
chanics of the instrument by employing: (1), Short and easily
memorized exercises in rhythmic form, for the development of
the bow hand and arm; and (2), technical exercises suitable for
young beginners, designed for the purpose of training the left
hand.
Pre-requisite : Music 2.
Text: Mitchell's Public School Class Method, Book 1.
Music 24, 25, 26 (Violin Second Year)
The work of the second year provides for the presentation
and development of the third position, the more difficult keys,
rhythms, bowings, and the easier harmones; during the latter
part of the year the seven positions in scale form are used.
Pre-requisite : Music 23 (Violin)
.
Text: Eugene Gruenberg—Elementary Violin Lessons.
Music 31, 32, 33 (Brass Wind Instruments First Year)
Instruction is offered in all brass wind instruments,—four
years in cornet, trumpet and all other valve instruments played
from treble staff, and two years in trombone, baritone, euphon-
ium, tuba and all other valve instruments played from bass staff.
Students who have some training in the technic of these instru-
ments will be examined and graded according to their ability.
Music 31 is the class for beginners and includes tone produc-
tion and lip development through simple exercises in three keys.
Students are required to take music 2 as a parallel course.
Music 33 provides for the training of the diaphragm, breath-
ing exercises, and scales and exercises in three additional keys.
Music 33 includes sight-reading of simple finger exercises
and the study of the more difficult keys.
Text: Langey.
Music 34, 35, 36 (Brass Wind Instruments Second Year)
The work of the second year consists of exerises for velocity
and the perfecting of tones in the higher register; solos and
duets of medium grade of difficulty are used.
Text: Langey.
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Music 37, 38, 39 (Cornet and Trumpet Third Year)
During the third year some practice in band and orchestra is
given. The technical exercises include the study of appogiature,
mordent, gruppetto, trill, etc.
—
preparation for solo playing. No
student will play in public without permission from the instruc-
tor.
Text: Arban.
Special
The University maintains a choir, band and orchestra. Stu-
dents who are especially interested in music are urged to apply
for membership in at least one of these organizations.
CHEMISTRY
GEORGE M. BROWNE
The facilities for the study of chemistry have been much
improved during the past few years. The laboratory has been
equipped with lockers for eighty students and each locker sup-
plied with ample apparatus.
All courses in chemistry require both text and laboratory
work ; two periods of laboratory are required for each period of
recitation omitted.
Chemistry 1
A course for beginners is offered in the Fall Term. This
course is designed to meet the requirements of the agriculture
and domestic arts courses. It is the chemistry of air, water, salt,
solution, and common things. Two periods of recitation and six
of laboratory required weekly.
Chemistry 2
Chemistry 2 is a continuation of the work begun in chem-
istry 1, which is a pre-requisite. It is largely the study of metal-
lic compounds in common use. This course may be used by the
Latin course students as a substitute for Chemistry 1 B. Offered
in the Winter term only.
Chemistry 3
Chemistry 3 is a continuation of Chemistry 2, which is pre-
requisite. This course is largely work with those carbon com-
pounds which are of special interest to the students of agricul-
ture and of domestic arts. Three periods of text-book and four
of laboratory are required. This course is offered in the Spring
term only.
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Chemistry 4
Household chemistry is required of 3 year students of the
domestic arts course. It is largely quantitative and qualitative
laboratory practice with various substances used as foods or in
their preparation, and those used as cleansing agents. Chem-
istry 3 or its equivalent is a pre-requisite. Offered in the Winter
term only.
Chemistry 5
Chemistry 5 is a continuation of the work begun in Chem-
istry 4. Offered in the Spring term only.
Chemistry 6
Not offered in the year 1914-1915.
Chemistry 7
Qualitative analysis of the more common base forming ele-
ments is offered in the Fall term. Text : The Elements of Quali-
tative Analysis, by W. A. Noyes.
Chemistry 10 and 11
Quantitative Analysis will be begun in the Winter term of
the year 1914-1915 with gravimetric methods. In the Spring
term the work will be largely volumetric. Chemistry 7 is a pre-
requisite.
Chemistry 1 A, 2 A, 3 A ; 1 B and 2 B
Owing to the large number of students in the beginning
terms it is usually found convenient to place in separate classes
those Juniors and Seniors in the various courses, thus giving to
each group the chemistry best suited to their needs. The "A"
divisions taking college preparatory work, while the "B" divi-
sion devotes its time to those chemical topics of most interest to
those who are to teach geography, physiology, etc., in the public
schools, and can devote only the Fall term to the work.
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PHYSICS
S. E. BOOMER
The lecture room and laboratory are well equipped for the
work offered. The laboratory fee is one dollar in each course
except numbers one and five in which there is no fee.
1. This course is given in preparatory, but it is required of
all those in the normal department who have never studied
physics. It deals very largely in a qualitative manner with the
common phenomena of every day life. It intends to develop the
habit of observation and intelligent interpretation of these phe-
nomena, to make for efficiency in the nature study work of the
common schools, and to prepare for those sciences which precede
the more advanced courses in physics.
Many demonstrations and about twenty-five simple labora-
tory exercises with a well kept note book constitute the experi-
mental work.
2 and 3. Together these form a complete course in general
physics. The aim is to give an appreciation of the physical laws
of nature, to study their industrial applications, and to develop
the scientific habit of thought. The former, which is given both
the fall and winter terms, covers mechanics and heat. The lat-
ter, which is given both the winter and spring terms, covers mag-
netism, electricity, sound, and light.
Pre-requisites : Physics 1, Math. 8, 14. Math. 15 must pre-
cede or accompany course 2.
Texts: A First Course in Physics (Revised), Millikan and
Gale. A Laboratory Course in Physics, same authors.
4. Some of the more difficult problems in the above courses
receive fuller treatment. The library is used extensively, assign-
ments of reading being adapted to the purposes of the individual.
Four hours per week recitation, two hours per week laboratory.
Texts : Several of the leading high school texts and manuals
are used, but each member purchases one text and one manual.
5. Laboratory Assistant. Pre-requisite : Equivalent of
courses 1-4. Practice in setting up and manipulating demonstra-
tion and laboratory apparatus, repairing apparatus, assisting in
one section of laboratory work, assigned readings on the peda-
gogy of the subject. Practice credit allowed.
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Degree Courses
6. Mechanics and Heat. Fall term.
Pre-requisites : The equivalent of courses 1-3. Trigonome-
try must precede or accompany this course.
7. Magnetism and Electricity. Winter term.
8. Sound and Light. Spring term.
Courses 6, 7 and 8 constitute a one year course of college
physics. Recitation three hours per week, laboratory four hours
per week.
Astronomy
The course is largely descriptive, formal mathematics be-
ing reduced to the minimum. The relation of the earth to the
heavenly bodies, the changing seasons, the varying forms of the
moon and the planets, units of time and distance receive atten-
tion. It is intended to be helpful in teaching mathematical
geography.
Fall Term. Text: Todd.
BIOLOGY
J. P. GILBERT
W. M. BAILEY
MARY M. STEAGALL
G. H. FRENCH, CURATOR OP MUSEUM
Biology 1
This is a first course in Zoology for those who have no credit
for the subject in a good high school. The course will cover the
general field of Zoology, using type studies as a basis for the
larger group studies, and as a means of training in method of
approach to the study of animals. Considerable emphasis will
be placed on field studies as well as on the laboratory and reci-
tation work.
Biology 2—Invert. Zool.
This course in Invertebrate Zoology is for advanced stu-
dents who wish to teach the subject. Animals will be studied in
detail as to the structures and functions of organs. As far as
time will permit, studies in morphology, physiology, relation to
environment, and the inter-relation of organisms will be as-
signed to individual students in the laboratory and field. The
student is expected to gain some knowledge of methods of re-
search. Histological methods taught as required.
Required: Zoology 1, or equivalent.
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Biology a—Vert. Zool.
The course in Vertebate Zoology for advanced students is a
continuation of Zoology 2, and it will follow the same general
plan. Students may take this course before taking Zoology 2,
yet they are advised that the better plan would be to follow the
order as printed in the course of study. Histological methods
and studies emphasized as needed.
Required: Zoology 1, or equivalent.
Note.—Students are advised to take entomology and orni-
thology before they take Zoology 1 or 2.
Biology 4—Physiology
This is a course in elementary general physiology, hygiene
and sanitation. The structure, work and care of the organs of
the body will be studied. Diseases will be studied as to causes,
spread, prevention and treatment. Home and school sanitation
will be discussed.
Biology 6—Entomology
Insects will be studied as to their life histories, adaptive
structures, relation to environment, economic importance, and
as agents for the spread of disease. The locust, the honey bee,
the housefly and other forms will be studied in detail as to their
habits, external structures and adaptations, internal anatomy,
etc. The relation of insects to crops, truck garden, fruit, lawn,
and shade tree injury will be studied and remedies and pre-
ventive measures discussed at length. Much emphasis will be
placed upon field studies. In presenting the subject it will be
borne in mind that Entomology is especially adapted to teaching
in the public schools.
Biology 5—Ornithology
This class will be expected to learn to recognize practically
all the common birds of the season, and to this end frequent field
trips must be made. For bird anatomy the English sparrow or
the pigeon will be used. The economic importance of birds in
insect and weed seed destruction, in relation to crops and seed
dispersal, will be emphasized. A bird calendar will be kept by
each student, and bird protection will be discussed.
Biology 7—Apiculture
The honey bee will be studied as to its adaptive structures,
the history of a bee colony, the making of new swarms, comb and
extracted honey production, and bee diseases and treatment.
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Various types of hives will be set up in the laboratory. Colonies
of bees will be available for work and the instructor will demon-
strate queen rearing, etc., for the class. Colonies will be avail-
able for the use of individual students who desire to do the
practical work of the bee keeper. The relation of the bee to
fruits and flowers and the profits of the bee keeper will be dis-
cussed. Types of hives and methods most suitable for the pro-
fessional or business man or farmer, who wishes to have an at-
tractive and profitable "side" business of a few colonies of bees,
will be given especial attention
Biology 8—Comparative Embryology
The chick embryo will be studied in some detail, while eggs
of the frog, squash bug and other forms will be studied in com-
parison. The "recapitulation theory" will be discussed in this
connection. The course will, of necessity, be brief and ele-
mentary, but it should be of great value in giving the student of
Biology and Agriculture some insight into one of the most fer-
tile sources of our knowledge of animals and their various adap-
tive structures.
Biology 9—General Biology
This is a general course for preparatory students and it will
deal with elementary general principles of plant life and animal
life. The student will be expected to learn to recognize and
know some characteristics and adaptations of the most familiar
plants and animals. Elementary human physiology will form a
part of the course. Topics in the State Course of study will be
used in part of the work.
Biology 21—Elementary Botany
A first course in botany. This course presents a general
view of the field of botany, and includes an elementary study of
the more common types of plants, their structures, functions and
life relations. The student is introduced to some of the elemen-
tary and important facts concerning the life processes as they
may be seen in plants. Attention is also given to presenting the
practical and economical phases of the subject. Recitations,
laboratory and field studies.
Biology 22—Adv. Botany
A study of the Thallophytes. A systematic study of the mor-
phology of this group, including such problems as evolution of
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the plant body, origin and evolution of sex in plants, life-his-
tories of the different forms. Attention is also given to the
physiology and life relations to these plants. The food-making
processes are studied, and saprophytism and parasitism are con-
sidered in connection with the fungi. Attention is given to the
economic relations of bacteria and fungi. Recitations and lab-
oratory studies. For those taking degree courses or advanced
work.
Pre-requisite : Biology 21.
Biology 23—Adv. Botany
A study of the Bryophytes and Pteridophytes. A continua-
tion of Course 22. The morphology, physiology and life-relations
of these groups. A consideration of the problems of "alterna-
tion of generations,' ' the gametophyte, evolution of the sporo-
phyte, heterospory, etc. The study of these groups is considered
largely from the standpoint of the evolution of the plant king-
dom. Recitations and laboratory studies. For those taking de-
gree courses or advanced work.
Pre-requisites : Biology 21 and 22.
Biology 25—Adv. Botany
A study of the Spermatophytes. A continuation of Course
23. The morphology, physiology and ecology of the seed plants.
A study of the vascular anatomy and reproductive organs of the
sporophyte, the gametophytes, pollination and fertilization, the
flower, the embryo, the development and structure of seeds, and
other problems. A study of the functions of the different organs
of the seed plant. The ecological groups and their relations.
Some attention is given to the identification and classification of
seed plants. Recitation, laboratory and field studies. For those
taking degree courses or advanced work.
Pre-requisites: Biology 21, 22 and 23.
Biology 24—Bacteriology
A study of the morphology, life relations and distribution of
bacteria, and their relations to human interests. Attention is given
to the study of such phases of the subject as the relation of bacteria
to decay, to the fertility of the soil, pathogenic bacteria and their
relations to disease and to public health, methods of making cul-
tures, methods of disinfection and sterilization, food preservation,
prevention of disease, hygiene and sanitation. Recitations and
laboratory studies.
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AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT
RENZO MUCKELROY
H. B. PIPER
The aim of the Agricultural Course is first to reach the country
boy in the country school by giving to the teachers a fair concep-
tion of the subject matter that they in turn may present the work
and second to make the teaching and demonstration so practical
that those who do not care to teach may find safe and profitable
employment on the farm.
The last two General Assemblies have appropriated $24,000
for the purchase and equipment of a 60 acre farm and the furnish-
ing of laboratories for instructional purposes. The farm lies just
south of the campus and is a typical Southern Illinois farm. On
this farm the principles of scientific farming in relation to systems
of permanent agriculture will be demonstrated. Systems of grain
and live stock farming, horticulture, gardening, poultry keeping,
dairying, and pure bred live stock production will be taught.
The following is a brief description of the several courses
offered
:
Soil Physics—Fall
The work in Soil Physics will be a study of matter and force,
nature, origin and waste of soils, chemical and mineral nature of
soils, soluble salts with the physical effects, typical nature of soils,
soil moisture, amounts available and required by plants.
Winter
This term takes up the physics of plant breathing and root ac-
tion, movements of soil water
—
gravitational, capillary and ther-
mal—modes of controlling soil moisture, relation of air to soil, soil
temperature with influencing conditions, objects, methods and im-
plements of tillage, principles of farm drainage with practice in
laying out drains.
Advanced Fertility—Fall
This course includes a more intensive and extensive study of
the fundamental facts and principles of soil fertility, elements and
their compounds, plant food and growth, soil formation, classifica-
tion and composition, soil survey and analysis by the United States
Bureau of Soils, crop requirements for nitrogen, phosphorus, po-
tassium and calcium, rotation systems for grain and live stock
farming, and uses of phosphorus in various forms.
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Winter
The work of this term includes a study of the soil investiga-
tions by culture experiments of the Rothamsted field and of the
leading Universities of the United States and the Canadian field,
various fertility factors, manufactured and commercial fertiliz-
ers, critical periods in plant life, farm manures, analyzing and
testing soils, factors in crop production, and systems of crop rota-
tions as related to permanent agriculture and successful farming.
Crop Production—Winter
The first course in crop production takes up an elementary
study of the soil as a medium for root development, soil forma-
tion, elements of plant food, soil water, drainage, irrigation, ex-
ternal factors in soil management, tillage, common weeds, and
means of eradication, insect pests and methods of combating
them, indicate in a general way the territory covered.
The courses will consist of lectures, quizzes and laboratory
work.
Spring
The work of this course is a study of the various crops of the
farm in relation to their value to the farmer in systems of crop
rotation, principles of rotation, cultivation, tillage, forage and
fiber crops, grasses in the United States, value of seed selection,
testing and judging, methods of combating the pests of farm
crops.
Some time will be given to practical exercises and labora-
tory work.
Farm Management
Farm Management is a study of the business principles in
farming, or the science of organization and management of a
farm enterprise for the purpose of securing the greatest continu-
ous profit. This course is planned with the above purpose and
includes a study of such topics as the characteristics desirable for
a farmer, cost of living on a farm, types of farming, maintaining
the fertility, live stock problems, size of farms, capital, methods
of renting land, farm labor and equipment, marketing products,
records and accounts, choice of a region and buying a farm.
Farm Mechanics
The subject of Farm Mechanics is intended to bring the stu-
dent into a fair conception of some of the simple things surround-
ing farm life. A few principles of architecture such as strength
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of materials, warmth, lighting and ventilation, principles of con-
struction, etc., will be studied before taking up the elements of
Farm Mechanics embracing the principles of draft, construction
and maintenance of country roads, farm motors and farm ma-
chinery.
Agricultural Bacteriology
Agricultural Bacteriology is elementary in character, taking
a survey of the general forms and structures of bacteria, nature
of microorganisms and their activities, fermentation, petrifica-
tion and decay, bacteria in soil and water, nutrification and den-
trification, soil inoculation, bacteria and soil minerals, bacteria
in milk and related products, relation to miscellaneous farm
products and parasitic bacteria.
Emphasis will be placed on the beneficial and harmful bac-
teria with ways and means to promote and prevent their respec-
tive growths.
Gardening
The work in gardening embodies a study of the general plan
of the place, the execution of some of the landscape features,
handling of the land, handling of the plants, protection of plants
from things that prey on them, making hot beds and cold frames,
growing the vegetables, growing the ornamental plants, and
growing of the fruit plants.
Poultry
The work in Poultry will consist of the historic development
of the various types and varieties in relation to their native home
and breeding that the foundations for good poultry practice by
true scientific principles may be followed. Basis^and beginning
the business, principles and practice of breeding, incubators and
incubation, brooding, growing chicks, foods and feeding, para-
sites and diseases, housing and fencing, marketing, exhibition,
scoring and judging, records, accounts and advertising and gen-
eral methods of management will constitute the larger part of
the work. Several varieties of the best breeds will be available
for scoring and judging, incubators will be run in the laboratory
to demonstrate the latest methods in incubation and chickens
kept to illustrate the principles of balanced rations.
Animal Husbandry—Fall
Dairy and beef cattle will be the beginning of the year 's work
in Animal Husbandry. Characteristic types and breeds, historic
developments, natives homes, adaptation to climatic and local
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conditions, judging and scoring, and the production of each class
for market conditions, will constitute the larger part of the work.
Winter
Sheep and swine will be studied principally from the feed-
er's viewpoint, and as to their place in systems of farming for
Southern Illinois. The characteristic types and breeds will receive
due attention. Practice will be given in judging and scoring.
Spring
Types and breeds of horses will constitute the work of this
term. The principal aim of this course is to lead the student to
see the better methods of improving the breeds of horses, and
the selection of the right type of horse for the work to be done.
Lessons in judging and scoring will be given.
Market Classes and Grades of Farm Animals
The work will be principally from the production side. The
student will be led to see the importance of knowing the market
classes and grades from the market standpoint, buying and sell-
ing, grading, etc. The class will be expected to visit the stock
yards in St. Louis at least once during the term, where the ex-
pert may be seen at his work.
Feeds and Feeding
This course includes the more elementary and fundamental
principles of the relation of plant and animal life, chemical ele-
ments of nutrition, compounds of animal nutrition, composition
of the bodies of animals, digestion of food, conditions influencing
digestion and the laws of nutrition. The analysis of feeds, com-
mercial feeding stuffs, together with their relative value as based
upon a maintenance ration as applied to animals of various ages
either at rest or doing light or heavy work, will be studied. Bal-
anced rations for milk and meat productions with the various
animals will be carefully noted.
Dairying
The aim of the course in dairying is to study conditions as
they exist in Southern Illinois and to make the work as practical
as possible. Students will have an opportunity to study and
work out the general problems of milk production, feeds and
feeding, secretion, composition and testing, ferments and fer-
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menatations and their control, marketing milk, separation, rip-
ening and churning of cream, finishing and marketing butter,
varieties of cheese, general by-products of the dairy, statistics
and economics of the dairy industry.
Selection and Breeding
That the student may better appreciate some of the products
of plants and animals in their growth towards man's standards
of perfection, a discussion of the subject is embraced in this
course. The work embodies the origin of domesticated races
(plants and animals), how they came to be domesticated, needs
of improvements, natural and artificial selection, unit characters,
variability, transmission of characters, heredity, environment,
propotency, hybridization, and some of the practical problems
involved.
Horticulture—Fall
The work in this course will consist chiefly of the elementary
problems which arise in the case and management of a young
orchard from the time it is set out until it comes into bearing age.
Extensive studies will be made of the following topics : The
selection of an orchard site, planting of the fruit grounds, choice
of varieties, selection of plants, setting young plants, tillage of
fruit lands, cropping and fertilizing the orchard, cover crops.
Much time will be devoted to practical exercises and lab-
oratory work.
Bush Fruits—Winter
The object of this course is to acquaint the student with the
different classes of bush fruits and the management of each.
Studies will be made in training, spraying, pruning, har-
vesting and marketing.
The location of the fruit and leaf buds and the manner of
bearing will be given some consideration.
Some time will be given over to practical exercises and lab-
oratory work.
Orchading—Spring
This course is a continuation of the Principles of Fruit
Growing and deals primarily with the care and management of
a mature orchard.
Much stress will be laid on the following points, methods of
training trees, pruning and methods of healing wounds, spraying
and orchard pests, tillage, marketing the crop. Methods or re-
juvenating old orchards will be dealt with rather liberally.
The course consists of lecture quiz and laboratory work.
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Agricultural Extension
Agr. Ext.—C—The aim of the first course in Agricultural
Extension is to give a few elementary principles of the science
of agriculture. The course includes a series of forty-four lessons
on soils and crops with outline, demonstrations and references that
will aid the teacher in presenting the subject. The work is for
a six months' term in the country schools and covers such topics
as soil formation, classification, soil type areas, physical proper-
ties of soils, elements of plant food, sources and uses to the plant,
limiting elements, value of crop rotation, growing legumes, seed-
ing and oare of farm crops, seed selection and judging, beneficial
and harmful birds and insects.
Agr. Ext.—B—This course is planned to cover a six months *
term in the country schools on animal life. The same general
plan is taken up as in the soil extension. The work will include
a study of types and breeds of horses, cattle, sheep, hogs and
poultry, their care, feeding and general management. Lessons
on the use of the score cards will be given .
Agr. Ext.—A—Since the Normal course includes more ma-
terial than may be used in High School work, and since students
may be interested in planning such courses, the work of this
term is for the special purpose of organizing such parts of the
agricultural work as may apply to High School courses, meeting
sectional demands and also college entrance requirements. A
careful study of the Illinois Educational Commission's report
will be made together with the recommendations of the best
State Universities, students taking this course will have a fair
conception of the general field of High School Agriculture.
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HOUSEHOLD ARTS
GRACE E. JONES
LUCY K. WOODY, ASSISTANT
Household Art 1, 2, 3
Textiles and Sewing:
Household Arts 1. This course which is offered in the fall
term only is designed to give a knowledge of the fundamental
principles in handwork applied to useful articles, the articles
chosen being such as would furnish suggestions to those desiring
to teach the subject.
The work in textiles covers the history of the industry and
the study of wool.
Household Arts 2
The winter term introduces machine work in garment mak-
ing. The garments are planned as to style, suitability of mate-
rial and trimming, and economical purchase of materials. The
work involves the alteration of commercial patterns, fitting, and
the various ways of setting in trimming.
The work in textiles in this course embraces the study of
cotton and silk.
Household Arts 3
This course offered in the spring term consists of planning
and making a house dress and a school dressy a study of the
lines of the figure and the elaboration of plain patterns together
with a study of color combination in dress and choice of ma-
terials.
In textiles the work covers the study of linen, the dyeing
of fabrics, hygiene of clothing, laundering and the economic and
social aspects.
Household Arts 14
Design and Dressmaking
This course, which is offered in the fall term only, embraces
the making of a wool dress and a silk waist after original de-
signs and patterns worked out from simple commercial patterns.
Household Arts 15
Dressmaking and Pattern Drafting
Pattern drafting will be taught in the winter term, the pat-
terns drafted used in making undergarments and a tailored shirt-
waist suit. In this course machine attachments will be used.
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Household Arts 5, 6, 7, 8
>
Cookery
The work in cookery is to give a working knowledge of
cooking processes, to give practice and to develop skill and effi-
ciency in handling materials and household apparatus.
Principles are deducted from experiments, showing the ef-
fect of heat, cold, fermentation upon food and applied to its
preparation. The comparative cost -of fuels and materials used
is studied.
In connection with the courses in cookery are recitations
and assigned reading references regarding the composition, nu-
tritive and economic value, as well as the production and manu-
facture of food materials used in the laboratory.
Household Arts 5 Fall Term
The study of the cooking processes with reference to tem-
perature with comparative cost and efficiency of fuels. Experi-
ments with tea, coffee, fruits, starches, and sugar. Application
is made in the cooking of vegetables, starchy puddings and
cream soups, and candy. Milk, cheese, and eggs are also studied
in this term.
Household Arts 6 Winter Term
Meats, poultry, fish, stock soups, gelatin, salads, deserts, and
meat substitutes.
Household Arts 7 Spring Term
Cereals, macaroni, breadstuff's, beginning with the batter
and advancing to dough in appropriate sequence.
Household Arts 8 Fall Term
In the early fall the laboratory work consists of canning
and preserving fruit with picking and jelly making, to be fol-
lowed with a more extensive study of working processes in an
experimental way with special reference to economy and effi-
ciency. The planning and serving of meals with table service
and decoration. The Demonstration cookery, and the lunch
problem for school children and cafeteria, with .practical work
along both lines.
Household Arts 9
Methods
This course is a consideration of the teaching of Household
Arts in the elementary school. The course of study and its rela-
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tion to the school curriculum with the planning and presentation
of lessons. Also the study and planning of equipment with cost
of same and of maintenance.
The practical work consists of observation, practice teach-
ing and assistance in the management of the departmental house-
keeping.
Household Arts 10, 11
Nutrition: Winter Term
Dietetics: Spring Term
These courses aim to give the fundamental principles of nu-
trition with varying conditions, age, sex and occupation. The
subject matter includes the study of chemistry and physiology
of digestion, the nutritive value of food principles, the study of
dietary standards with application to the practical problems of
the home.
Text books: Stile's Nutritional Physiology; Rose's Labora-
tory Manual and Dietetics.
Pre-requisites : Physiology, Chemistry, and Household Arts
5, 6, 7, 8.
Household Arts 12, 13
Home Economics: Winter Term
Introductory to the course is a brief survey of the evolution
of the home. The selection, surroundings, construction, hygienic,
economic and artistic conditions of the modern home. The plan-
ning of the house in reference to good proportion and conven-
ience, the problems of artistic economic and hygienic furnishing
are other topics considered.
Housewifery: Spring Term
The organization and systematic planning of the work of
the home with the expenditure of time, labor and money. A
study of labor-saving devices and efficiency methods of business
as related to the home. The household budget and systems of
keeping household accounts, also marketing and buying supplies.
Laboratory Work : In connection with the study of cleaning
agents, practical application is made in the care of floors, wood-
work, kitchen apparatus, pantries, dining room and table linen,
bed rooms and bath rooms.
Text books : Bevier, The House ; Elliott, Household Hygiene
;
Terrill, Household Management; Taylor, The New Housekeep-
ing; Bruere, Efficiency in the Home.
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MANUAL TRAINING
LOUIS C. PETERSEN
The Normal Schools aim to supply the increasing demand for
teachers who are prepared for the industrial arts. The teaching
of this branch of education is based upon pedagogical principles
and should be taught by teachers who have had special prepara-
tion. The notion that an unprepared artisan can teach Manual
Training as it should be taught is erroneous. The result would
be, in such a case, that a trade only would be taught instead of
that broad industrial education which develops the child's intel-
lectual faculties. Manual Training means developing of power
to observe, to investigate, to analyze, to reason, to discriminate
and to combine.
Special emphasis is laid on the correct processes, care of
tools and bench, and the right attitude in approaching the sub-
jects of industrial problems.
Mechanical drawing is an important feature of the work.
Planning of problems in hand-work together with methods of
presentation and working out courses will be discussed fully in
connection with this work.
Required inthe English course throughout the second year.
The department offers the following course in Manual Arts.
The satisfactory completion of this course entitles the student to
a diploma from the university of equal rank with those from the
regular English and Language courses.
Required in the English course throughout the second year.
The department offers the following course in Manual Arts..
The satisfactory completion of this course entitles the student to
a diploma from the university of equal rank with those from the
regular English and Language courses.
Equipment: This department is equipped with twenty
benches, twelve lathes and power saws for shaping and turning
woods and metals. The tools, benches and machinery are of
modern type and ample for the needs of the work of the depart-
ment. Excellent facilities are provided for acquiring practical
experience in shaping materials into useful articles, in principles
of construction, in operating power-driven machinery and in the
processes and methods employed by manufacturing and build-
ing industries.
Course 1.—Elementary Construction
This course consists of exercises suitable for the lower
grades. Paper folding and cardboard construction, cord knotting
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and braiding, weaving and basketry, bookbinding, and rebind-
ing, study of textiles, papermaking, bookmaking and primitive
industries.
Course 2.—Wood work
This course includes work in thin-wood exercises suitable
for intermediate grades. The study of simple tools, practice in
the use of the rule, knife, coping-saw, try-square, compasses,
plane, spoke shave, hammer, etc.
;
problems in simple wood-
fastenings and finishes, and study of common woods.
Course 3.—Joinery
The student will construct useful articles involving the vari-
ous joints such as are used in furniture construction and interior
house finishing, panel work, door and window framing. Wood
finishing will be studied and applied in practice. Instruction
pertaining to the structure of wood, the method of converting
the tree into lumber, seasoning, characteristics of good timber,
defects, methods of preserving lumber, etc.
Course 4.—Cabinet Making
This course includes a series of lessons in practical cabinet
work, instruction in the use of such fastenings as are employed
by cabinetmakers, glue dovetailing in its various forms, blocks
and dowels. There will be lessons in carving, veneering, inlay-
ing, rubbed glue joints, scraping, filing, varnishing and polish-
ing. Study of structure and design of furniture.
Course 5.—Wood Turning
This work consists in the care and operation of the power-
driven wood-turning lathe. A careful study is made of the
method of handling the tool for each cut. The practice exercises
include turning straight cylinder, squaring ends and cutting
shoulders, long taper cuts, "V" cuts, bead or short convex cuts,
concave cuts, long convex cuts, inside and outside screw face
plate work, face plate and chuck work, reversing work in chuck,
etc. Articles made are such as furniture parts, Indian clubs,
dumb bells, darners, rosettes, cups, trays, candlesticks, goblets,
napkin rings, towel rings, pulleys and wheels. The shop is
equipped with eleven 12-inch wood turning lathes, one 36-inch
band saw and other necessary tools for this course.
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Course 6.—Pattern Making
This course includes the study of draft and shrinkage (fil-
lets and round corners), finish and double shrinkage, simple
coring, simple split pattern, difficult core box construction, build-
ing up loose piece patterns and sectional patterns. Problems
are such as ribbed patterns, bracket, tool post slide, face plate,
cone-pulley, ring, hand wheel, flat wrench, crank arm, gland,
stuffing box, simple pipe fitting, pillow block, arm pulley, gear
wheel, globe valve, etc.
Foundry methods will be studied. Practice in molding
simple castings.
Course 7.—Forge Work
This course is designed to give training in the working of
iron and steel. In dealing with the heated metal the student
learns that the material must be treated instantly. Eapid blows,
quick thinking, and a sure blow are required to get the desired
result.
The student is taught how to manage the fire and to recog-
nize the grades of heat necessary for the working of the differ-
ent materials, the use of tools and appliances, the effects of the
different kinds of blows and forging operations, such as draw-
ing, bending, upsetting, forming, straightening, twisting, weld-
ing and tempering. The exercises consist of various pieces, in-
volving the practical steps, as follows: Hooks and staples, stir-
rups, chains, tongs, chisels, center punches, hammers, Venetian
iron work and a finished set of tempered tools for iron turning
in the machine shop.
Course 8.—Art Metal Work
A study is made of the properties of metals, the principles
of structrual and decorative design and the methods of construc-
tion. The work includes such operations as making angles, form-
ing curves, binding, punching, riveting, filing, sawing, drilling,
beating, annealing, soldering, etching, and coloring by heat and
chemicals. Problems are : pen tray, sconce, tea mat, desk stand,
tin cup, funnel, paper cutter, lantern, bracket, door plate, watch
fob, escutcheon, hinges, plate, bowl, box, and electrical appa-
ratus.
Course 9, 10.—Machine Shop Practice
The equipment for the purpose of giving students a prac-
tical training in machine work and toolmaking has recently been
extended by addition of some valuable machines and tools. With
these improved facilities this course offers exceptional oppor-
tunities for the study of metals, alloys, machine design, construe-
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tion and operation. The exercises are as follows: chipping, fil-
ing, sawing, drilling, thread cutting with taps and dies, fitting,
polishing, tool-making, center work, drive on centers, setting
tools, face ends to length, turn to size, caliper accurately, cutting
speeds, roughing and finishing cuts, taper work, face-plate work,
screw setting, chuck work, assembling of machine parts.
During the past year the students have built several com-
plete gasoline engines and other machines. The installation of
the new machinery has been done entirely by the students. The
work provides a practical training in modern machine methods.
Course 11, 12, 13.—Mechanical Drawing
One year of mechanical drawing is required in the Manual
Training Course.
The work to be done comes under the headings as follows:
The use of instruments, applied geometry, lettering, orthographic
projection, developed surfaces and intersections, pictorial rep-
resentation, working drawings, technical sketching, architectural
drawing, duplication and drawing for reproduction, strength of
materials and specifications.
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT
Bookkeeping, Banking, Business Arithmetic, Penmanship, Com-
mercial Law, Stenography and Typewriting, Stenotypy
RICHARD V. BLACK
ANNE MC OMBER, ASSISTANT
CHARLES ISMERT, ASSISTANT
Equipment
The Commercial department is equipped with a bank and
wholesale room for the work in actual business.
The typewriting room is equipped with the latest improved
desks, and the new Underwood typewriting machines. Other makes
of machines will be added as required.
A new Burrough's Adding and Calculating machine is to be
added this summer thus giving the students an opportunity to be-
come familiar with the operation and use of this very important
labor saving device in the work of accounting.
Stenotype machines are to be installed this summer and will
be ready for the opening of the fall term, September fourteenth.
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Penmanship 1
Two things are sought in penmanship, legibility and rapidity.
The work in this course is devoted to the rapid muscular move-
ments and a study of the small letter forms. The letters are studied
in groups and drills given that will develop each group.
Penmanship 2
Drills in movement. Ovals, direct and indirect. Straight line.
Single and combination letter drills. Word drills and dictation
exercises to establish uniform tempo. Special drill on business
capitals and their combinations with small letters. Figures. Busi-
ness forms and business letters.
Commercial Arithmetic 1
Short methods in dealing with the fundamentals. Aliquot parts
of 100. A mastery of the 45 combinations. Tables of denominate
numbers. Fractions. Formulas used in percentage and its appli-
cations. Formulas used in mensuration. Solving and analysis of
problems by mental processes.
Mensuration. Lumber. Building. Plastering. Papering.
Carpeting. Painting. Land measure. Base line. Principal me-
ridian. Township section, and its divisions. Distance. Surfaces.
Solids. Capacity, Ratio and proportion. Longitude and time.
Commercial Arithmetic 2
A mastery of single column addition. Some time will be given
to double columns addition. Short cuts in dealing with the funda-
mentals. The single equation method of stating and solving prob-
lems. Methods employed by expert accountants in solving prob-
lems and checking results. Arithmetical problems in business.
Denominate numbers. Bills. Statements. Account Sales.
Shipments. Cash account. Bank account. Closing and ruling
ledger accounts. Daily balances. Percentage. Profit and loss.
Interest. Bank discount. Trade discount. Brokerage commission.
Premium. Stocks. Bonds. Insurance. Taxes. Negotiable paper.
Partnership. Annuities. Building and loan.
Bookkeeping 1
This course is introductory book-keeping and is planned for
those who have never studied the subject. The work is taught on
the laboratory plan. The double entry system is introduced in the
beginning and all the laws governing the debit and credit of busi-
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ness transactions are fully explained and mastered. The journal,
day book, cash book, sales book, purchase book and the auxiliary
books are introduced and their use in accounting fully demon-
strated. A complete line of business transactions are placed in the
books of original entry, posted to the ledger, trial balance taken,
inventories entered, and accounts closed. Loss and gain account
and financial statement are worked out, and the entire ledger sum-
marized in the balance sheet.
Bookkeeping 2
This course in bookkeeping constitutes the actual business
practice. A bank and a wholesale room have been installed which
gives special opportunity to learn the banking and wholesale busi-
ness, as well as the retail business. In the retail business each stu-
dent becomes a proprietor. He is given a cash capital in college
currency. The work in detail is as follows : Select a place of busi-
ness. Leases a building. Opens an account with the bank. Buys
merchandise from the wholesale house. Trades with fellow stu-
dents. Writes checks, notes, drafts, and other business papers.
Buys and sells for cash, on account, note, draft, and in combina-
tion. Writes trades in books of original entry, posts to the ledger,
making daily trial balances and cash reports. After four weeks
trading ledger is closed and business opened as a partnership.
More advanced and new lines of trading are introduced. More
skill and greater ability required. After four more weeks of trad-
ing the books are again closed and opened as a corporation. The
work in trading is continued for two more weeks, when a final
closing is made.
Bookkeeping 3
Special sets in the different lines of business are offered. Gro-
cery, Lumber, Hardware, Farm, Wholesale, Dry Goods, Boot and
Shoe, Manufacturing, Commission. In all these lines of business the
latest systems of accounting are presented. In the Actual Business
Practice each student has been taught to rely on himself, and to
see clearly the workings of the varied business transactions, so that
in the advanced sets little difficulty will be met in comprehending
the trades that are made.
Banking 4
This course deals primarily with Bank accounting. Actual
practice in handling bank book-keeping is offered in the actual
business practice. The latest improved systems of accounting as
employed by the best city banks are taught. A working knowledge
of the following books is required for credit in this course: De-
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positor's Ledger, Discount Register, Correspondents' Register, Col-
lection Register, Bond Register, Certificate of Deposit Register,
Draft Register, Teller's Cash Register, Collection and Discount
Tickler, Daily Statement, Certified Check Register, Journal.
The history and organizations of our banking system. Private
Banks. State Banks. Trust and Savings Banks. National Banks.
The Reserve Banks created by the recent banking laws. The Clear-
ing House. The Bank as an economical institution in a community.
Corporations 5
Corporations: Organization, Purpose, Government Super-
vision, Kinds of Stock. Stock Certificates. Bonds. Earnings. Sink-
ing Fund. Imprest Fund. Dividends. Surplus. Assessments.
Stockholders. Officers: Directors, President, Secretary, Treasurer.
New York Stock Exchange. Comparative Value of Stocks and
Bonds. Investments. Manipulation. Trusts. Syndicates.
Manufacturing: Raw Materials, Finished Goods, Production,
Disposition. Factory System : Organization and Efficiency, Manu-
facturing Activities. One or more sets in Manufacturing Account-
ing required for credit.
Auditing 6
Object, Term, Kinds, Duties, "Working Papers, Order of Pro-
cedure, Method, Detection of Errors, Proving Cash Balance, Audit
of General Cash Book, Petty Cash Book, Sales Book, Purchase
Book, Journal, Return Books and Voucher Register, Adjustment
Entries, Preliminary Trial Balance, Profit and Loss Statement,
Financial Statement, Conclusion, Balance Sheet, Auditor's Report.
Sets worked out by students in former courses will be used in giv-
ing practical experience in this course.
Commercial Law 1
Definition, Moral Law, International Law, Municipal Law,
Constitutional Law, Ecclesiastical Law, Common Law and Equity,
Statute Law, Criminal Law, Civil Law.
Contracts: Parties, Consideration, Subject Matter, Mutual
Assent, Time, Conditions. Kinds : Formal Contracts, Simple Con-
tracts, Oral Contracts, Written Contracts, Express, Implied, Exe-
cuted, Executory, Mutuality, Construction, Mistake, Fraud, Du-
ress, Statute of Limitations, Insanity, Infancy, Married Women,
Statute of Frauds, Sales of Goods Act, Discharge of Contract,
Legal Tender, Bankruptcy, Sale of Personal Property: Sale and
Barter, Bailment, Personal and Real Property, Fixtures and Chat-
tels, Parties to a Sale, Factor, Pledge, Potential Existence, When
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Title Passes, Chattel Mortgage. Warranty: Express, Implied,
Rights of Vendors, Rights of Vendee, Stoppage in Transitu.
Negotiable Instruments: Statute Law, Essential Elements,
Negotiable in Form, Notes, Checks, Drafts, Bill of Exchange, In-
dorsement, Acceptance, Certified Checks, Presentment, Waiver, Pro-
test, Accommodation Paper, Forgery, Interest, Usury.
Commercial Law 2
Agency: General Agent, Special Agent, Relation of Principal
and Agent, Power of Attorney, Obligation of Principal to Agent,
Obligation of Agent to Principal, Obligation of Principal to Third
Party, Obligation of Agent to Third Party, Liability of Principal
for Torts and Wrongs of Agent, Termination of Relation of Agent
and Principal.
Bailment: Benefit of Bailor, Benefit of Bailee, Mutual Bene-
fit, Lien, Innkeepers, Common Carriers, Carriers of Passengers,
Baggage, Partnership, Articles of Co-Partnership, Oral Partner-
ship, Implied Partnership, Rights of Partners, Capital, Good
Will, Liability to Third Party, Remedies Against the Partnership,
Dissolution, Joint Stock Companies.
Corporations: Public Corporations, Private Corporations,
Powers and Liabilities of Corporations, Dissolution, Membership,
Stockholders, Common Stock, Preferred Stock, Management,
Rights of Creditors of Corporations.
Insurance: Organization, Fire, Tornado, Life, Casualty, Em-
ployer's Liability Insurance, Fidelity, Credit, Title, Plate Glass,
Elevator, Steam Boiler.
Real Property: Corporeal and Incorporeal, Fee Simple, Life
Estate, Tenant for Life, Emblements. Estates by marriage:
Courtesy, Dower, Homestead, Sale, Deed, Quitclaim, Warranty,
Mortgages, Landlord and Tenant.
Courts and their Jurisdiction, Pleading and Practice.
SHORTHAND
Shorthand I. (Com. 17) A study of the principles given in
the Gregg Shorthand Manual, Lessons I to VIII inclusive ; element-
ary sounds and their shorthand representatives; word building;
word signs; phrasing; reading and writing simple sentences; sup-
plementary reading from the Gregg Writer plates.
Shorthand II. (Com. 18) A continuation of Shorthand I;
completion of the Manual; word building; derivatives; abbrevia-
tion ; advanced phrasing ; short vocabulary ; shorthand penmanship
;
practice in writing and reading simple business letters ; supplement-
ary reading.
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Shorthand Il-a. Dictation of business letters and miscellan-
eous matter for the purpose of acquiring skill in executing short-
hand outlines and for additional drill in phrasing.
Shorthand III. (Com. 19) Review of the fundamental prin-
ciples and phrases through practice in writing exercises especially
arranged for their application ; drills in writing proper names and
derivatives. Text, Gregg Speed Practice.
Shorthand IV. (Com. 20) Dictation from various phases of
commercial work for speed practice ; supplementary reading for the
purpose of cultivating a correct idea of form and proportion, and
to acquire smoothness in reading from notes.
Shorthand V. (Com. 21) History of Shorthand; methods of
teaching shorthand
;
practice teaching
;
practice in writing consecu-
tive matter other than correspondence.
Office Practice (Com. 22) Pre-requisites, Shorthand 7 and
Typewriting V. Text, Office Training for Stenographers, SoRelle.
This course emphasizes the most important phases of office prac-
tice—deportment, the mail, systems and equipment, follow-up sys-
tems, business and legal paper, filing cabinets, card indexing.
TYPEWRITING
Text, Eational Typewriting, Cutler and SoRelle.
Typewriting I. (Com. 23) Lessons I to X inclusive ; instruc-
tion in correct habits of position, touch, fingering, and care and
manipulation of the machine.
Typewriting II. (Com. 24) Lessons XI and XX inclusive;
a study of correct forms of letter writing and artistic arrangement
of material; especial attention is given to proper arrangements of
business letters, addressing envelopes, writing on cards.
Typewriting III (Com. 25) Lessons XXI to XXXIII inclu-
sive; carbon duplicating; copying legal forms; rough draft copy-
ing; tabulating; transcription from shorthand notes.
Typewriting IV. (Com. 26) Finger Exercises; stencil cut-
ting and use of neostyle ; speed practice.
Typewriting V. (Com. 27) Miscellaneous Exercises; meth-
ods of presenting typewriting to beginners; study of various ma-
chines in common use; machine dictation; study of arrangement;
transcription. Actual correspondence, programs, outlines, carding,
etc., furnished by different departments of the school afford a great
part of the material for the work.
STENOTYPY
Beginning with the Fall term of 1915 instruction will be given
in Stenotypy. The courses in Stenotypy may be substituted for
those in Shorthand.
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TRAINING SCHOOL FACULTY
W. A. Furr A. M., Superintendent.
F. G. Warren, A. B., Principal, High School.
Myrtle R. Coker, A. B., Assistant Senior High School.
, Critic, Junior High School.
, Critic, Junior High School.
Fadra R. Holmes, Supervising Critic, Intermediate Department.
Alice Parkinson, Critic, Intermediate Department.
Florence R. King, Supervising Critic, Primary Department.
Aruba B. Charlton, Ph. B., Critic, Primary Department.
THE TRAINING SCHOOL
The Training School is organized on the following plan
:
1. An elementary school consisting of the first six grades.
2. A secondary school consisting of the second six grades.
The elementary school is organized into two units. The first
three grades constitute the primary department, and grades four,
five, and six, the intermediate department. Each of these units is
under a supervising critic and assistant critics. The supervising
critic devotes her time to the work of supervision, the observation,
plan writing, and practice of the student teachers. The assistant
critics teach regular classes for observation of student teachers, and
give model recitations for the observations of students in the de-
partment of pedagogy.
The secondary school is also organized into two units. Grades
seven, eight, and nine constitute a Junior High School, and grades
ten, eleven, and twelve a Senior High School. There are no head
critics in either of these units. The completion of units of work on
the departmental plan is characteristic of the work in these units,
and is taught by regular critic teachers and student teachers under
close supervision of the critic teachers.
Normal School students who have completed a minimum of two
units of pedagogy, and whose efficiency in the lines of work which
they shall undertake to teach, is vouched for by the teachers under
whom they have had the work, are admitted to work in the Training
School. Their first term's work will be devoted to observation under
close supervision, to plan writing, and to an amount of teaching de-
termined by their relative efficiency in observation and plan work.
The second term's work will be devoted to teaching, to plan writing,
and to observation work done by the critic teacher whenever she
shall decide to take the class for illustrative purposes. The third
term's work will be devoted almost wholly to teaching under sym-
pathetic supervision. Plan work and observation work will be re-
quired only when it seems necessary.
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It is advisable for a student teacher to do work in each of the
several departments of the Training School. But opportunity will
be given to specialize in any one department. The work in the Senior
High School will be limited to those students of maturity, experi-
ence, and efficiency who expect to do work in our best secondary
schools and are taking the degree courses.
While there will be general uniformity in plan writing, yet
each critic teacher or supervisor will use her own individuality in
working out the details. Consultation periods, and special meetings
will be worked out independently by each critic teacher. No prac-
tice teacher, however, should have work in another department at
the eighth hour, as this will interfere with practice work.
The larger supervision of the work of the Training School will
require general meetings of all critic and student teachers. This
work will be in charge of the superintendent. At such meetings a
discussion will be made of the particular course of study—its origin
in life, its unification, its lines of work, their function and unifica-
tion in the twelve year course, the adaptation of the course to the
child at different levels of his growth, etc. Special or division meet-
ings will be held, at which time only those teachers immedately
concerned will attend. At these meetings the details of work will
be considered.
The equipment of the training school is such as to offer superior
opportunities for the training of teachers. The school is housed in a
modern building of semi-fireproof construction. The building is
equipped with every sanitary convenience, including modern drink-
ing fountains. Through co-operation with the departments of Do-
mestic Economy, Physical Education, Manual Training, Music and
Art, we are enabled to offer typical programs of work in all of the
newer subjects. A school garden, a textile room equipped with a
large loom, and a large number of exhibits contributed by many
manufacturing companies furnish abundant material for the inter-
pretation and study of industries.
Note—Write for Manual and Course of Study for grades one to
six.
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Notes 1. There is no differentiation of courses in this unit,
but there will be a persistent effort to discover individualities, that
intelligent choice of work may be made on entering the Senior High
School.
2. Departmental work under close supervision, and promotion
on completion of units, is contemplated.
3. In passing from Junior to Senior High School, the incom-
pleted lower work must be considered first in making assignments.
4. Pupils who are strong in their work may choose Latin or
German in the eighth year by omitting some of the required units.
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Seventh Year
Fall Term. English, arithmetic, geography, history, man-
ual training, sewing, and art.
Winter Term. English, arithmetic, geography, history, phy-
sical training, and art.
Spring Term. English, geography, agriculture, grammar,
manual training, sewing, and art.
Notes.—Spelling and writing are a part of every line of work.
A standard of 80% writing must be reached and maintained
throughout the year.
Eighth Year
Fail Term. English, arithmetic, history, physiology, man-
ual training, cooking, and art.
Winter Term. English, arithmetic, history, grammar, phy-
sical training, and art.
Spring Term. English, Illinois History, grammar, manual
training, cooking, agriculture, and civics.
Notes.—Spelling and writing are a part of every line of work.
A standard of 80% writing must be reached and maintained
throughout the year.
Ninth Year
Required Work
English
Mathematics
General Science
Elective Work
Ancient History
Latin or German
Commercial Arithmetic
High School Geography
Art
Manual Arts
Chorus singing throughout the course.
Every subject is a study in English.
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Notes. 1. At least one fourth of a pupil's time may be given
to work selected and leading to some life activity. These elections
must be made through consultation with the high school principal.
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2. No credit will be given in any year subject until the year's
work is completed.
3. Fifteen units of credit are required for graduation. This
includes the ninth year work.
Tenth Year
Required Work
English
Mathematics
Biology
Elective Work
Latin or German
Modern History
Agriculture
Book Keeping
Manual Arts
Gymnasium
Art
Every subject is a study in English.
Eleventh Year
Required Work
English
English or Modern History
Elective Work
Latin or German
Mathematics
Physics
Agriculture
Book Keeping
Stenography
Typewriting
Manual Arts
Art
Gymnasium
Every subject is a study in English.
Twelfth Year
Required Work
Sociology—Economics
American History and Civics
Elective Work
Latin or German
Agriculture
Chemistry
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Mathematics
Illinois History and Civics
Manual Arts
Stenography
Typewriting
Pedagogy—C. B. A.
Every subject is a study in English.
SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION BY
SUBJECTS
English three years, Mathematics two years, Science two years,
History two years, Sociology—Economics one year.
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LIBRARY SCIENCE
MARY B. DAY
MARY LOUISE MARSHALL, ASSOCIATE
The Library
The Wheeler Library possesses a working library of some
25,000 books and 800 pamphlets. It is classified according to the
Dewey decimal classification. There is a dictionary card catalogue
with full analytical cards (author, title, subject, etc.) The books
have been selected with reference to the needs of the various de-
partments. They comprise standard works in literature, travel,
history, science, philosophy, pedagogy and art, and general works
of reference, including dictionaries, encyclopedias, year books,
atlases and books of quotations. All periodical literature, that has
permanent value, is bound and made accessible by Poole's index,
the reader's guide, etc. The library subscribes to over a hundred
of the best current periodicals, and receives daily many newspapers
from surrounding towns and counties. The library contains much
bibliographical material on children's literature, many beautifully
illustrated books for children by well known illustrators, lists of
children's books, etc. Many of the government's reports are cata-
logued, such as the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Farmers'
Bulletins, U. S. Commissioner of Education, etc.
The library is open daily during school hours and on Satur-
day mornings.
General Course in Library Methods
The modern curriculum demands that, for successful school
work, the library must be used by teachers and pupils. The labora-
tory method of instruction makes the library the vital center of the
school course of study. Educators are coming to require of teach-
ers a first hand knowledge of books for children, and of sources of
information. The teacher of to-day must know how to use a library
intelligently, how to teach her classes to use it and must be able to
direct the children 's reading.
Since the library has become the supplement of the school
course of study and the necessary laboratory of teachers and pupil,
instruction in the schools in the use of the library is indispensable.
An elementary course in library science for normal school stu-
dents and teachers who may have charge of small school libraries
in rural communities and small towns is being offered.
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The aim of the course is not to train librarians, but to acquaint
teachers with library indexes and helps invaluable in the prepara-
tion of their work, to prepare them for selecting books for supple-
mentary work, for directing the children's reading, and making
the school library valuable to pupils.
The following is an outline of the course
:
A. Care and treatment of books—structure of a book, bind-
ing, repairing, etc.
B. Intelligent use of a book—what may be learned from
the title page—full title, information about the author,
date, published, etc., what may be learned from the pref-
ace, table of contents, etc.,—aim, scope of work, sub-
division of subject, value and use of index.
C. Book selection.
D. Card catalogue—use of card catalogue as the index to
the library—arrangement of the catalogue; how to lo-
cate books; arrangement of books in library.
Description of catalogue from the standpoint of the user.
Objects of a dictionary card catalogue.
1. To enable a person to find a book of which either
—
(a) the author is known.
(b) the title is known.
(c) the subject is known.
2. To show what the library has
—
(a) by a given author.
(b) on a given subject.
(c) In a given kind of literature.
3. To assist in the choice of a book
—
(a) as to its edition.
(b) as to its character.
E. Classification system and book numbers. Short account
of the growth of the Dewey Decimal Classification sys-
tem, which is used in 80 per cent of the libraries in the
U. S. Its scope, advantages and disadvantages. Ex-
planation in detail of the " second summary." Each
student to have a typewritten copy.
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F. Reference books. Merits, scope and characteristics of
the reference books in the library.
1. Encyclopedias.—New International.
Britannica, 11th edition.
Monroe, Cyclopedia of Education.
Americana.
Champlin.
Bailey, Cyclopedia of American Agriculture, etc.
What are the essential qualities in a modern en-
cyclopedia.
2. Dictionaries.—Century.
Webster.
Standard.
3. Handbooks, yearbooks, etc.
Britannica Yearbook.
Chicago Daily News Almanac.
' Who's Who.
Who's Who in America.
World Almanac, etc.
4. Indexes.
Periodical—Poole's Index—Reader's Guide.
"A. L. A. " index to general literature.
Salisbury & Beckwith, Index to Short Stories.
Granger, Index to Poetry and Recitations, etc.
G. Special subjects, such reference books as, Baker, Guide
to the Best Fiction.
Baedeker's guide books for various countries.
Biographical Dictionaries—Century Book of Names, Ap-
pleton's Cyclopedia of American Biography, National
Cyclopedia of American Biography, etc.
Chambers, Books of Days.
Harper's Dictionary of Classical Literature and Antiqui-
ties.
Moulton, Library of Literary Criticism.
Walsh, Curiosities of Popular Customs, and of Rites, Cere-
monies, etc.
H. Periodical literature—Its value and scope, as current
literature, as reference works, when bound.
I. Children's literature.
1. History of children's books.
2. Selection of children's books.
3. Books on children's literature.
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4. Valuable lists for the teacher.
5. Famous illustrators of children's books—Walter
Crane, Jessie Wilcox Smith, Howard Pyle, Kate
Greenaway, etc.
6. Story-telling—adaptation of stories—what con-
stitutes a good story—selection and presentation
of stories.
J. Organized library factors.
National. Congressional Library, N. E. A. American
Library Association U. S. Bureau of Education.
State. State Library, State Library Commission,
State Teachers' Association, State Historical So-
ciety, State University Library, Traveling Li-
braries, etc.
Rural. State library schools, State library laws,
rural post.
Civic. Public library, special libraries, endowed,
city library associations, city teachers' associa-
tions.
K. Preparation of a bibliography.
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PERIODICAL LIST FOR 1915
The following magazines are received in the Wheeler Library-
Advocate of Peace
American Boy
American Carpenter and
Builder
American Cookery
American Educational Keview
American Historical Keview
American Iron and Steel In-
stitute—Bulletin
American Journal of Psychol-
ogy
American Library Association
Book-list
American Magazine
American Mathematical
Monthly
American Physical Education
Eeview
American Red Cross Magazine
Annales, Les
Annals of the American Acad-
emy
Annals of the American Acad-
emy, supplement
Art and Progress
Arts and Decoration
Association Men
Association Monthly
Atlantic Monthly
Aus Nah Und Fern
Bird Lore
Blackwoods Magazine
Book Review Digest
Bookman
Breeders' Gazette
Bulletin of the American Geo-
graphical Society
Bulletin of the Pan-American
Union
Bulletins of the International
Conciliation Bureau
Century Magazine
Classical Journal
Classical Philology
Congressional Record
Contemporary Review
Country Life in America.
Craftsman
Cumulative Book Index
Dial
Drama
Edinburg Review
Education
Educational Bi-Monthly
Educational Review
Elementary School Journal
English Journal
Fortnightly Review
Garden Magazine
Gleanings In Bee Culture
Good Housekeeping
Gospel Trumpet
Government Publications
Harper's Monthly
Harper's Weekly
House Beautiful
Illinois Agriculturist
Independent
International Studio
Johns Hopkins University
Studies
Journal of Agricultural Re-
search
Journal of Education
Journal of Educational Psy-
chology
Journal of Geography
Journal of Illinois State His-
torical Society
Kindergarten Review
Ladies' Home Journal
Library Journal
Life
Literary Digest
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Little Folks
Living Age
London Times
McClure's Magazine
Manual Training and Voca-
tional Education
Mentor
Missionary Review
Musical Courier
Nation
National Farmer
National Geographic Magazine
Nature Study Review
New England Magazine
Nineteenth Century
North American Review
North American Student
Outing Magazine
Outlook
Overland
Pedagogical Seminary
Popular Mechanics
Popular Science Monthly
Practical School Journal
Prairie Farmer
Primary Education
Primary Plans
Printing Art
Psychological Bulletin
Psychological Review
Public Libraries
Publisher's Weekly
Quarterly Review
Reader's Guide to Periodical
Literature
Review of Reviews
Rural Educator
St. Louis Republic
St. Nicholas
Saturday Evening Post
School and Home Education
School Arts Magazine
School News
School Review
School Science and Mathemat-
ics
Scientific American
Scientific American Supple-
ment
Scottish Geographical Maga-
zine
Scribner's
Survey
Teachers' College Record
Technical World
Torrey Botanical Club Bulletin
Tribune, Chicago Daily
Western Teacher
Wisconsin Library Bulletin
Woche, Die
Woman's Home Companion
Woman's Journal
World's Advance
World's Work
Youth's Companion
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STUDENTS 1914-1915
Abney, Zena Louise Harrisburg
Ackmann, Clara U Beckemeyer
Ackman, Nell Marion
Adams, Lora V Belknap
Alexander, J. C Marion
Alexander, Mabel Cutler
Aliff, Fannie M Grand Chain
Alice, Mary A Creal Springs
Allen, Carl E Marion
Allen, Cecil Chester
Allen, Effa Dahlgren
Allen,Emma A Marion
Allen, Harry D Sheller
Allen, Irvin F Golden Gate
Allen, Joe F Sheller
Allen, Martha J Carbondale
Allen, Ned Bliss Carbondale
Allen, Verna Crab Orchard
Allen, William W Carbondale
Allen, Katie M , ,. . Sheller
Allen, Zoe O Golden Gate
Alley, S. D. Ava
Allgaier, Anna Metropolis
Alliston, Mabel Marion
Almon, Bernard Enfield
Alvis, Newton Y
,
Kell
Anderson, Harriet , Alto Pass
Anderson, Harry Belle Rive
Anderson, Ida Sparta
Anderson, Inez Carterville
Anderson, Levia Cairo
Anderson, Morris L Makanda
Anderson, Eose M Nashville
Andrews, Margaret Anna
Andrews, Mary E Anna
Angell, Gladys I Carbondale
Arms, John J Thompsonville
Arms, Roy Thompsonville
Armstrong, Robert U Carterville
Armstrong, LaVerne Mound City
Arnold, Anna M Vienna
Artz, Eva V Carbondale
Ashley, Fred Ridgeway
Atwell, Bessie Brookport
Ausbrooks, J. Henry Dongola
Austin, Helen Norris City
Babcock, Leo P Clay City
Bailey, Paul Carbondale
Bain, Laura Carbondale
Baker, Beatrice Carbondale
Baker, Birdie M. M Temple Hill
Baker, Blanche Harrisburg
Baker, Clarence Carbondale
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Baker, Clifton L Carterville
Baker, Walter D McCormick
Baldridge, Bertha P Ashley
Baldridge, Leila H Centralia
Baldridge, Mrs. Pearl M Carbondale
Bales, Ruby McLeansboro
Banes, Eunice L Hillsboro
Banes, Lola Raleigh
Banghart, Eddie Olney
Bankston, Gertrude Mounds
Barham, Fannie Marion
Barkhauser, Loren Dongola
Barrow, Alta M Campbell Hill
Barter, Grace Eidgeway
Barth, Elsie Carterville
Bartha, Tillie Cisne
Bartleson, Ella M Grand Chain
Bartruff , Geo. A Jonesboro
Bass, Cecil Carbondale
Bateman, Euben Olney
Batson, Hugh Carbondale
Baumler, Herman Murphysboro
Baxter, Helen Carbondale
Beadle, Gladys Shattuc
Beale, Mildred I Granite City
Beane, Susie Grantsburg
Beasley, Silvia DeSoto
Beattie, Huldah H Sparta
Beck, John C Belleville
Becker, Leo Johnson City
Bell, Paul Carbondale
Bennett, Clarence Ullin
Benton, Chloe Carbondale
Benton, Otha Carbondale
Berry, Frank T Harrisburg
Bethell, Jewell Guy New Burnside
Betts, Nora C Pulaski
Bever, Grace America
Bevis, Dwight Carbondale
Bevis, Laretta ,. . . . Carbondale
Bevis, Mabelle Carbondale
Billington, John E Paul
Birch, W. H Elizabethtown
Birkner, Vera Oraville
Bishop, Clora Buncombe
Bissey, Glenn O Clay City
Bivens, Edna M Eidgeway
Black, LaCene Carbondale
Blacklock, Arthur B Vergennes
Blake, Ada H Marion
Blatter, Marguerite Golconda
Bleakley, Paul Mill Shoals
Boicourt, Blaine Golconda
Boles, Nora Goreville
Bond, Helen Mt. Vernon
Bost, Cleatus E Vergennes
Bost, Edith A Murphysboro
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Bost, Floyd Carbondale
Bost, Mamie O Murphysboro
Bost, Myrtle A Vergennes
Bostwick, Grace E Murphysboro
Boswell, Arlie O Anna
Boswell, Fred T. W Anna
Boucher, Jessie M Murphysboro
Bousman, Cecil Kinmundy
Bowers, Geneva Carbondale
Bowers, Willis Carbondale
Boyd, Anna T Sparta
Boyd, Grace M Carbondale
Boyd, Madelle Carbondale
Boynton, Gail A Salem
Bozarth, C. Leora Herrin
Bozarth, Joseph A Thompsonville
Bozarth, Sylvester A Thompsonville
Brach, Arthur W Jeffersonville
Bradley, Charley E Marion
Bradley, Conrad Goreville
Bradley, Elbert W Cutler
Bradley, Paul Elkville
Bradshaw, Hal Fairfield
Bradshaw, Pearl Ava
Bradshaw, Eose Gorham
Bramlet, Eleanor Eldorado
Brandenburger, Emma M, Smithton
Brandhorst, Fred Thompsonville
Brasel, Glenn Salem
Bratten, Alvess Creal Springs
Brayfield, Lillian Christopher
Breeze, Bailey O Irvington
Breithaupt, Esther Fort Gage
Bremer, Bertha E Metropolis
Bremer, Jesse C McNoel
Bretsch, Viola Lenzburg
Brewer, Stella E Carbondale
Brian, Irene Sumner
Brickey, Emma L Alto Pass
Bride, Gardner Villa Eidge
Bride, Mary Villa Eidge
Brielmaier, Adella E New Athens
Brink, Hannah Nashville
Brinkmann, Gertrude E. Carondelet
Brinkmann, Louise E E. Carondelet
Britton, Nannie I Mounds
Brock, Max Jeffersonville
Brocker, Ida C Centralia
Brockett, E. B Carbondale
Brockett, Imel B Eldorado
Brockett, Jewell B Eldorado
Brockett, Lawrence D Eldorado
Brooks, Jessie L Murphysboro
Brown, Albert Buncombe
Brown, Bertha Marion
Brown, Cecile E Marion
Brown, D. Earl Menard
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Brown, Elsie E Jonesboro
Brown, Ina Pinckneyville
Brown, Lela E Anna
Browne, Margaret Carbondale
Browne, Robert B Carbondale
Bruce, Lena Omaha
Brummett, Ray Murphysboro
Brush, Clara Carbondale
Brush, Frances Carbondale
Bryant, Loren J McCormick
Bryant, Mazie G- Centralia
Bryant, Nellie Carbondale
Bryant, Tracy Carbondale
Buckney, Anna Vienna
Bullard, James D Mt. Vernon
Bundy, Delia Centralia
Burkhart, Ruby Marion
Burklow, Dorothy Vienna
Burnett, Earl Vienna
Burnett, Leala L Quincy
Burns, Ralph New Dennison
Burton, Ana Dahlgren
Butler, Daisy B Villa Ridge
Butler, Ethel Ingrahm Dahlgren
Butler, Glen A Villa Ridge
Byars, Opal Cartter
Byrd, Florence Carbondale
Cable, Ada P Raleigh
Caldwell, Evaline Carbondale
Campbell, Beulah Pinckneyville
Campbell, Weldon Carterville
Canady, Ethel Carbondale
Canady, Mabel Carbondale
Cantrel, Estelle Villa Ridge
Cardwell, Eagle M Thompsonville
Carlisle, William Gossett
Carlton, Josephine Coulterville
Carlton, William M Goreville
Carr, Esther R Freeburg
Carruthers, Bernice Ava
Carson, Garnett Ullin
Carter, Albert M Cobden
Carter, Arthur R Carbondale
Carter, Fay E Cypress
Carter, Kathryn Marion
Carter, Lois Carbondale
Casper, Ellis H Anna
Cates, Maude Dahlgren
Cathcart, Jennie Marissa
Cattell, Jessie Salem
Cavitt, Clyde Goreville
Cavitt, Geo. W Goreville
Chamness, Mae Creal Springs
Chamness, Nell Creal Springs
Chamness, Ralph Carterville
Chamness, W. E Marion
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Charles, Frona Carbondale
Chevers, Martha Carbondale
Chesnut, Mary E Coulterville
Childers, Effie Herrin
Childers, Eaymond Goreville
Christophe, Geo. S Belleville
Churchill, Mrs. Bertha Perks
Churchill, James L Golconda
Clark, Dessa C Christopher
Clark, Sarah L Mounds
Claybrook, Bella Elkville
Cletcher, Dewey A Carbondale
Cletcher, Effie P Golconda
Cletcher, Harry L Golconda
Cletcher, E. O Carbondale
Cloud, Wilbur F Pinckneyville
Clow, Eussell Mills Shoals
Coale, Eva M West Frankfort
Cobb, John L New Burnside
Cochran, Maude A Murphysboro
Cole, Delia M Cairo
Cole, Doss W Goreville
Cole, Elvina Hillsboro
Coleman, Eaymond Carbondale
Collard, Earl S Herrin
Connaway, Eolla D Dix
Connaway, Vesta P Dix
Conner, Lawrence Cutler
Cook, Irl Buncombe
Cook, Mamie J McLeansboro
Cook, Nevellene Herrin
Cooper, Ova Gonconda
Copeland, Floe Ozark
Copeland, Maggie E Coulterville
Corder, Maude Marion
Cornelius, Mary E Marissa
Corzine, Eluns Dongola
Courtney, Griffie G Marion
Cowan, Mary Vienna
Cowan, Mary Granite City
Cowan, Euth Granite City
Cowin, Catherine V E. St. Louis
Cowper, Grace New Liberty
Cowper, Myrtle New Liberty
Cox, Alpha Marion
Cox, Arthur Oraville
Cox, Claude Carterville
Cox, Claude Carbondale
Cox, Elsie Marion
Cox, Nena J Vergennes
Craig, Agnes T Marion
Craig, H. C Stonefort
Craig, Pearle E Carterville
Craine, Pearle J Carbondale
Crawford, Milton P Mounds
Creager, Christa G Carbondale
Creager, Clarence O Mill Shoals
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Creed, Vivian Cleveland, Okla.
Creek, John R Carbondale
Creimeyer, Cora M Carlyle
Cripps, Edna Murphysboro
Crocker, Ruth Campbell Hill
Cross, Alice Villa Ridge
Cross, Mary Mounds
Crow, Leland Lawrenceville
Crow, Will J Round Knob
Crum, Roscoe Louisville
Culbreth, John L Marion
Culley, Robert L Springerton
Cummins, Geo. F Carbondale
Cummins, Joy E Carbondale
Cunningham, Mary D Swanwick
Cutchin, James R Salem
Cutting, Emily W Jerseyville
Dahncke, Charles Oakdale
Daily, Herman W McLeansboro
Dailey, Madge Ridgway
Daily, Harry L McLeansboro
Daily, Leslie A McLeansboro
Dains, Nell M Ava
Dales, Lorena M Tonica
Damon, Jeanetta Pulaski
Damron, Raiman Progress
Daniel, Benj. A Murphysboro
Dardis, Lillian P Centralia
David, Edd Red Bud
Davies, William L Vienna
Davis, Alma Johnston City
Davis, Cecyl Anna
Davis, Grace Anna
Davis, Noma Vienna
Davis, Oma Vienna
Davis, Phoebe Ava
Davis, Ruth A Elkville
Davis, Thos. J Anna
Dawson, Earl R Herrin
Deason, Mildred E. St. Louis
Dees, Etta Waltonville
DeLap, Sam Norris City
Deming, Cora Goreville
Denbo, George McLeansboro
Denton, Arza • . Elizabethtown
Denton, Loren E Elizabethtown
DeVinney, Vera Cutler
Deweese," Nellie M Golconda
Dewitt, Roy McLeansboro
Dial, Zollie Iuka
Dick, Carrie Carbondale
Dickey, Anna E Cutler
Dickey, William W Marissa
Dillinger, Lilly Carbondale
Dillinger, Pea'rle Carbondale
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Dillow, Carl Dongola
Dillow, Davis Dongola
Dodd, Ruth Marion
Dodge, Bay Sheller
Doerr, Clyde A Vergennes
Doerr, Jesse O Murphysboro
Doerr, Lula A Marion
Dorsey, May Carbondale
Doty, Agnes Marion
Doty, Erna D Vergennes
Douglas, Grace I Marissa
Dowdell, Kathleen Carbondale
Downs, William E Cambria
Duckworth, Bessie Benton
Dulang, Noma Marion
Dunaway, Besse Marion
Dunbar, Neal B . . . Whittington
Duncan, Bessie Dix
Dunn, Chattie Vienna
Dunn, Doris M Murphysboro
Dunn, Sara M. M Marissa
Durham, Josh Herrin
Duty, Medda Whittington
Duty, Ransom Whittington
Eagan, Harry B Salem
Earnest, Zola W Newton
Eagleson, Ruth Carbondale
Easterley, Mary R Vergennes
Eatherly, Winnie Johnston City
Echols, Byron Mt. Vernon
Eckhard, Gertrude Carbondale
Eddings, Harriett Dongola
Eddleman, Adlai Dongola
Edgar, Lottie Nashville
Edmundson, Elma M Carbondale
Edwards, Corbett Carbondale
Edwards, Daisy Thompsonville
Edwards, Florence Herrin
Eisenhauer, Audella Mulkeytown
Elkins, Richard Marion
Ellis, Bernard Broughton
Ellis, Elsie Keens
Ellis, Mary L Flora
Ellis, Nell G Anna
Elmore, Edith Granite City
Elston, Flora Carbondale
Elston, Geo. B Carbondale
English, Beatrice E Paducah, Ky.
Entsminger, Ruth E Carbondale
Entsminger, Saidee Carbondale
Epperson, Orlan H McLeansboro
Etherton, Calle Thompsonville
Etherton, Cyrus W Carbondale
Etherton, Fred Carbondale
Etherton, Lewis E Carbondale
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Etherton, Lola Carbondale
Etherton, Eaymon Eldorado
Etherton, W. H. Murphysboro
Evans, Helen V Marion
Eyre, Mary E Carbondale
Farless, Nettie M Norris City
Farris, Cynthia Grand Chain
Farthing, E. Pearl Centralia
Farthing, Roy D Centralia
Faulkner, Claude C Eddyville
Feller, Jesse Cisne
Felts, Alvin Marion
Ferguson, Mrs. J Carbondale
Ferrell, Claude Crab Orchard
Ferrell, Horace M Equality
Ferrill, Agnes Carbondale
Ferrill, Irene Alto Pass
Ferrill, John G Cobden
Ferrill, Mamie Cobden
Fey, Mary M Carmi
Fildes, E. Earl Clay City
Files, Arein Mill Shoals
Finley, Bertha E Sparta
Finley, Elmer Marion
Finley, Helen M Cobden
Finley, John E , Creal Springs
Finley, Ealph C Fairfield
Finn, Gladys L Cartter
Finn, Hazel J Salem
Finn, Eoscoe S Salem
Fishel, David Cisne
Fishel, Virgil J Cisne
Fisher, Esther Bellmont
Fisher, James E Murphysboro
Fishman, Wilbur Bosky Dell
Fitch, William H Cobden
Flannigan, Grace Cobden
Fletcher, Beulah Cambria
Fligor, Eula Carbondale
Fligor, Hattie E Carbondale
Flinn, Clyde Karbers Eidge
Foley, Cecilia Carbondale
Fontaine, Emma W DuBois
Ford, Eay Vienna
Forsythe, James Xenia
Fox, Bertha Harrisburg
Fox, Edna Carbondale
Fox, Francis Oakdale
Francis, Mary Omaha
Freeman, Clyde Pomona
French, Mary E , Centralia
Fricke, Dora Sparta
Frye, Floe Johnston City
Fulkerson, Elbert Norris City
Fulton, Alta Pinckneyville
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Fyke, Frazier E Centralia
Gabbert, Chas. T Iola
Gaddy, Ada Olney
Gaines, Earl C Elizabethtown
Gallagher, May Marion
Gambill, George West Frankfort
Gambill, Ruby Benton
Ganter, Eva A Hurst
Garner, Ceeile Thebes
Garnier, Ervel Newton
Garrison, Myrtie Marion
Gaskill, Lucy Kell
Gates, Elsye M Olney
Gebauer, Clara H Golconda
Gebauer, Harry G Golconda
Gent, Phyliss B Carbondale
Gent, Verna L Carbondale
Gibbs, Giles L McLeansboro
Gibbs, Nettie Carbondale
Gibson, Thurman J Broughton
Giffin, Alice Golconda
Gilbert, Paul Waltonville
Gilchrist, Mary Cairo
Gillespie, Charles M Tamms
Gilpin, Thelma C Centralia
Glasco, Lewis V Anna
Glenn, Loretta Carbondale
Goddard, Glen Carbondale
Goforth, G. Elbert Energy
Gogue, Paul R Galatia
Gogue, Pauline Galatia
Goin, Owen C McLeansboro
Goings, Mildred Carbondale
Golsch, Mathilda Belleville
Goodman, Dollie Carbondale
Gorden, Sibyl Anna
Gordon, Harold Sandridge
Gower, Walter F Carbondale
Graham, Charles J Cobden
Gram, Erbyl O Stonefort
Gram, Lois M Stonefort
Gray, Annette Tonti
Gray, Erne M Carbondale
Gray, Ellen Tonti
Gray, Noel E Dahlgren
Green, William M Equality
Greene, Helen G Lebanon
Greenlee, Bernice Enfield
Greer, Clara Junction
Greer, Gertrude Ullin
Greer, Herman Norris City
Greer, Irl R Junction
Greer, Lydia Ullin
Greer, Mary Junction
Greer, Minnie M Carterville
Greer, Nine P Junction
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Greer, Vada C Carterville
Gregg, Hugh C Eldorado
Gregg, Paul J Carbondale
Gregg, Raymond R Eldorado
Gregory, Mildred Jonesboro
Grey, Walter Goreville
Griese, Mary M Oakdale
Grinnell, Charlotte Buncombe
Grobe, Gladys G Marion
Groble, John B Broughton
Grommet, Anna Freeburg
Grommet, William L Freeburg
Gross, Orval Elizabethtown
Gross, Sigmond Walsh
Grossart, Else Belleville
Groues, Orpha D New Burnside
Gulledge, Bessie Marion
Gunn, Glendeane E. St. Louis
Gurley, Flora Carbondale
Gurley, Halbert L Buncombe
Guy, Mark Mound City
Hacker, Olinda A Marissa
Haden, Jessie Cairo
Hagler, Leon Carbondale
Hagler, Ned J Carbondale
Hain, Ethel Shawneetown
Hale, Guy Karbors Ridge
Hale, Hamilton Ina
Hale, Julia R Ina
Hall, Bessie Ridgway
Hall, Gertrude C Metropolis
Hall, Mose M Carbondale
Hall, Roy Carbondale
Hall, William P Elizabethtown
Halstenberg, Emma Grand Chain
Halstenberg, Lana Grand Chain
Halter, Albert Carbondale
Halter, Wilson Carbondale
Halterman, Blanche Anna
Halterman Sibyl Anna
Hamilton, Lottie Raddle
Hamilton Ralph E Carbondale
Hamilton, Linna Broughton
Hamilton, Robert R Anna
Hamilton, Sadie Raddle
Hammons, Ethel Waltonville
Hampton, Aleen Marion
Hancock, Earnest M Goreville
Hankla, Dennis W Cobden
Hardy, Emma C Lenzburg
Harris, Nell J Carterville
Harris, Nora Johnson City
Harris, Ora Wayside
Harriss, Elbert Pinckneyville
Harriss, Eula M Carbondale
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Harris, John Pinckneyville
Harsy, Geo. W Burksville
Hartwell, John L. D Marion
Hatcher, Raleigh Galatia
Hawkins, Helen E Kell
Hawkins, Ivan Texico
Hawkins, Troy Dix
Hay, Katherine E Carmi
Hay, Sue Carmi
Hayes, Jessie Heyworth
Hayes, Nannie Marion
Haynes, Floyd W Ullin
Hays, Carrol E Kell
Hays, Frank Kell
Hearn, Marie L Carbondale
Heatherley, Ambia E Harrisburg
Heathman, Edna J Eidgway
Heern, Amby Carbondale
Heern, Ira L Carbondale
Helms, Leonora E Belleville
Hendy, Myrtle A Louisville
Heob, Elroy W Percy
Hesler, Frank F Carbondale
Hewitt, Edith Carbondale
Hewlett, Millie West Frankfort
Hileman, Lois Centralia
Hill, Pearl Carbondale
Hiller, Christina Carbondale
Hiller, Nellie M Makanda
Hiller, Tina Carbondale
Hilton, Alice M Cobden
Hilton, Lawrence M Cobden
Hilton, Minnie E Chester
Hinchcliff, John Carbondale
Hinchcliff, Kate Carbondale
Hines, Marie Murphysboro
Hinkle, Vesta A Dongola
Hinkley, James M. DuBois
Hodge, Mrs, Melissa Carbondale
Hoffmann, Edwin L Waterloo
Hoffner, Verda E Dongola
Hogendobler, Alice Villa Eidge
Hogg, Guy Vienna
Hogue, Julia Carbondale
Holbrook, Elizabeth Ashley
Holcomb, Chauncey Centralia
Holcomb, Ida M "Ullin
Holland, Blanche Crab Orchard
Holland, Erma Marion
Holman, Hayward Cisne
Holmes, Dowe S Creal Springs
Holt, Florence Iuka
Hood, Emma McLeansboro
Hood, Fred McLeansboro
Horner, Naone Cairo
Hosick, Maisie Grayville
Howard, Helen Pinckneyville
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Howard, Minnie Mounds
Howe, Cecil Woodlawn
Howell, Everett Kell
Hrabik, Blanche Murphysboro
Hubbs, Effie Murphysboro
Huck, Willie Johnston City
Hudgens, Eula Goreville
Hudgens, Lena Herrin
Hudson, Lincoln Ullin
Huff, Charley Iuka
Huffman, Berniee Carbondale
Huffstutler, Pola McLeansboro
Hughes, Grant L Dongola
Hull, Ella New Athens
Hunsaker, Edith Cobden
Hunsaker, John Cobden
Hunt, Albert Mt. Vernon
Hunt, Anna E Mt. Vernon
Hunt, Martin L McLeansboro
Hunter, Agnes Carbondale
Hunter, Earnest Marion
Hunter, Lewis Carbondale
Hurd, Lucile Odin
Hurd, Marie Odin
Hylton, Homer Chester
Hylton, Pearl Ellis Grove
Jack, Cecile Goreville
Jack, Mae Carbondale
Jackson, Ralph Jonesboro
Jacobs, Alida Herrin
Jacobs, Luther F Vienna
Jent, Lenna Johnston
Jimerson, Geo Boulder
Jimerson, Lulu Boulder
Jimerson, Mamie Boulder
Johnpeter, Myrtle E Posey
Johnson, Edith Eldorado
Johnson, Grace Alma
Johnson, Lee Carlyle
Johnson, Mary Stonefort
Johnson, Minnie Carbondale
Jolly, Fines Anna
Jones, Dorothy Carbondale
Jones, Effie Carmi
Jones, Esther F Carbondale
Jones, Leo Buncombe
Jones, Lora Mulkeytown
Jones, Loretta Carterville
Jones, Mabelle Herrin
Jones, Miriam Carbondale
Joplin, Myrtle J Murphysboro
Joubert, Luther Oraville
Joyner, Chloe Stonefort
Joyner, James C Crab Orchard
Julian, Norvin N Eaum
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Kallenbach, Lawrence S Carmi
Kanady, Frouka Junction
Karber, James S Elizabethtown
Karnes, Nelle West Frankfort
Karr, Gertrude Cisne
Karraker, Charles Dongola
Karraker, Elvin Dongola
Karraker, Ina M Dongola
Karraker, Nathan Dongola
Karraker, Eoscoe W Dongola
Kealey, Marie E. St. Louis
Keesee, Dorothy Carbondale
Kell, J. Carrol Kell
Keller, Floyd B Dongola
Keller, Homer Dongola
Keller, Paul Odin
Kelley Daisy Creal Springs
Kelley, Junious Fairfield
Kelley, Orville Goreville
Kelley, Victor W Fairfield
Kelly, Maida Carbondale
Kendall, Nannie Cobden
Kennaday, Edella Eldorado
Kennedy, Chloe Dahlgren
Kennedy, Earl V Metropolis
Kennedy, Mary Chester
Kerley, Ollin Simpson
Kerley, Ottie E Ozark
Kessler, Frieda Freeburg
Kessler, Herman L Makanda
Kilgore, Rueben Harrisburg
Kimmel, Berta A Elkville
Kimmel, Robert DeSoto
Kimmell, Uriee C Olney
Kimzey, Alma C Pinckneyville
Kinyon, Mollie V Oakdale
Klosterman, Elsa Irvington
Klosterman, Julia Irvington
Kraatz, J Herman Olmstead
Krietemeyer, Florence Hoyleton
Krigsheuser, Irvin Olmstead
Kurtz, Rose Pinckneyville
Lacey, Irwin Waltonville
Lackey, Frank A Villa Ridge
Lackey, Lloyd Ullin
Ladd, Bonnie Carbondale
Lambert, Everett C McLeansboro
Lane, Mattie Lamb
Lane, Roy Lamb
Langham, W. Y Tamalco
Lasswell, Palmer Broughton
Lawder, Cecil Rockwood
Lawder, Sadie Rockwood
Lawrence, Esta E Simpsou
Lawton, Allie Cairo
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Lay, Jewell Simpson
Lay, Ken Marion
Leach, Glyde Bone Gap
Leach, Orous Louisville
Ledbetter, Harry Elizabethtown
Lee, Geo Carbondale
Lee, John Carbondale
Lee, Mona Macedonia
Leech, Florence Wolf Lake
Leevy, Elmer Mt. Vernon
Lehnherr, Elizabeth Sparta
Leib, Benj Balcom
Lenox, Flossie America
Leslie, Virgil McLeansboro
Leukering, Oda Metropolis
Lewis, Ruth Grand Chain
Lewis, Mrs. Eoscoe Carbondale
Lightfoot, Leslie C Delwood
Lightfoot, Mary E Carbondale
Lightfoot, R. Edwin Carbondale
Lill, Anne Mascautah
Lindauer, Curt J. C New Athens
Lingle, Grace Anna
Lingle, Leslie Dongola
Lingle, Odin Dongola
Lingle, Pearl Goreville
Lipe, Lester Carbondale
Licher, Ella Freeburg
Livesay, Ellen Richview
Lockard, Henry E Jonesboro
Lockard, Louis A Makanda
Lollar, Theodora Waltonville
Lollar, Theron Waltonville
Lowery, Iva Goreville
Lucas, William A Springfield
Lund, Rose Coulterville
Lutz, Anna Nashville
Lyon, Grace Eldorado
Lyrley, Fred Wolf Lake
Macke, Edna A Ledford
Macke, Lulu Ledford
Maddux, Lilly V Carlyle
Mallrich, Julius H Mascoutah
Malone, Bryan Harrisburg
Malott, Florence E Jerseyville
Marshall, Frank Carbondale
Marshall, Herman Murphysboro
Martin, Charles Elkville
Martin, Edward Belle Prairie
Martin, Grace Olmstead
Martin, Raymond L Norris City
Martin, Sudie Bardwell, Ky.
Marvin, Daniel Carbondale
Marvin, Helen Carbondale
Mason, Frank Harrisburg
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Massey, Lewis J Eldorado
Matheny, Arthur R Harrisburg
Mathias, Etta V Broughton
Mathis, Alvin Bloomfield
Mathis, Gussie Bloomfield
Maulding, Eunice C Dahlgren
Mautz, Plaford St. Elmo
Maxton, Margaret H DuQuoin
Maxwell, Emma Carboiidale
Mayhew, Herman Tamaroa
Mayhew, Maude Carbondale
McBride, Grace Creal Springs
McBride, Seva Creal Springs
McCall, Marion Buncombe
McClintock, Ethel Evansville, Ind.
McCorkle, Cecilia Mounds
McCorkle, William Dongola
McCormick, Dewey McCormick
McCracken, Araminta Carbondale
McCreery, Eloise Thompsonville
McCulley, Everett Louisville
McDaniel, Peal Cobden
McDerman, Geo Brownfield
McDill, Florence Coulterville
McDonald, Feme Bluford
McDonald, Nora E Sparta
McGehee, Saidia Shawneetown
McGowan, Katharine Murphysboro
McGuire, Dahlia Brookport
McGuire, Edward Carbondale
McGuire, Joe Carbondale
McHenry, Othella Paducah, Ky.
Mclnturff , Vera J Goreville
McKenna, Hazelle Carbondale
McKennie, Frank Benton
McKinnies, A. E Carmi
McLain, Guy Equality
McLain, Zula Cairo
McLaughlin, Viola Carbondale
McMurtrie, Jeanie Murphysboro
McNeely, Minta Jonesboro
McNeilly, Berthel R Walnut Hill
Meier, Loy R Eddyville
Menees, Rollie D Marion
Merkel, Benj Freeburg
Merryman, Herbert Carbondale
Meirymon, Mary Cave-in-rock
Messamore, Ford Cobden
Metz, Mary E Carterville
Michaels, Margaret Carbondale
Miles, Edward V Waterloo
Mileur, Blanche L Murphysboro
Miller, Alfred Cisne
Miller, Alpha Murphysboro
Miller, Frank M Cairo
Miller, Hugh Anna
Miller, Jessie M Marion
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Miller, John E Thebes
Miller, Lucy D Carbondale
Miller, Mavia Marion
Miller, Nora Belknap
Miller, Pearl DeSoto
Miller, Kay Marion
Miller, Sophia America
Miller, W. Earl McLeansboro
Milligan, Emilie Coulterville
Milligan, Lillian Carbondale
Milligan, Milton Carbondale
Milligan, Nelle Pinckneyville
Millikan, Nora A Golconda
Millikan, Otis Golconda
Millikan, Verba P Golconda
Mills, Monta A Harrisburg
Mings, Orval A Raleigh
Minner, Frank Carbondale
Minner, Victor Carbondale
Minton, Henry E Alto Pass
Mitchel, Byron F Ingraham
Mitchell, Florence Carbondale
Mitchell, Jane E Carbondale
Montgomery, Hazel M Steeleville
Montgomery, Lillie D Goreville
Moore, Barney Eddyville
Moore, Cecil Carbondale
Moore, Dora Benton
Moore, Forest F Wayne City
Moore, John S Carterville
Moore, Mary Grand Chain
Morgan, Arthur R Murphysboro
Morgan, Golda Carbondale
Morgan, Lola Olney
Morgan, Orville Grantsburg
Morgan, Vinnie Marion
Morray, Eulala Vienna
Morse, Gladys Vienna
Morse, Harry E Ridgeway
Moschinross, Clarence R Vandalia
Moss, Don C Marion
Mossberger, Leona A Carmi
Moulton, Libbie Carbondale
Moulton, Paul Carterville
Mount, Fay Stonefort
Mount, Wayne Cypress
Moyers, Bertha M Waltersburg
Mundell, Harry Benton
Murray, Katie Carbondale
Murray, Lucy M Centralia
Muser, Sophia C Lenzburg
Musgrave, William F Fairfield
Musgrove, Aud. D McLeansboro
Nausley, Harry E Murphysboro
Nausley, Ray Murphysboro
Neal, Anna Unionville
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Neel, Shirley V Norris City
Neely, Gertrude Herrin
Nelson, Hattie Creal Springs
Nelson, Lone Herrin
Neville, Helen C Pinckneyville
Newman, Emmett W Makanda
Nieholls, Henry W Vergennes
Nicholls, May Vergennes
Ningler, Agnes M Ellis Grove
Ningler, Harold F Ellis Grove
Nisbet, Vera M Ava
Nobles, Clarence E Buncombe
Nobles, Orion Buncombe
Norman, Fannie Marion
Norrix, Loy Makanda
Norvell, Iva Pulaski
Norvell, Omelia Pulaski
Nuernberger, Louis G New Athens
Odum, Lee Marion
Oehler, Emma Granite City
Oeth, Willie Marion
Ogden, Columbus F Carterville
Ogden, Marcus E Carbondale
Ogden, Eobert Carterville
Ogden, Susie Broughton
Ohms, Harry A Ellis Grove
Oldrield, Ora A Centralia
Oldfield, Otis Centralia
Oliver, Hazel Carbondale
Oliver, Mabel A Carbondale
Orr, David Elizabethtown
Osborn, Lawrence E Sumner
Owen, Eose Herrin
Owens, Harry Johnston City
Oxford, John Henry Elizabethtown
Ozment, Myrtle Harrisburg
Page, Lowry Effingham
Palmer, Aletha Pulaski
Palmer, Myrtle Tamms
Palmer, Nellie G Pulaski
Parker, Edward J Thompsonville
Parker, Ida L Murphysboro
Parker, Euby C Unity
Parker, Sidney Texico
Parkhill, J. J Dahlgren
Parkinson, Eaymond Carbondale
Parlier, Mary A Ashley
Parmely, Eva New Burnside
Parrish, Frank Carbondale
Patrick, Abraham K Makanda
Patrick, Edwin Carbondale
Patton, Margaret Chester
Payne, Besse Eidgeway
Pearson, Alger Xenia
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Penning, Eugene H Opdyke
Penninger, Agatha Anna
Penninger, Lena Anna
Penrod, Ellis Dongola
Penrod, Homer F Cypress
Pepple, Lloyd Opdyke
Pergande, Lottie A Brookport
Perkins, Emmett Olney
Perkins, Vera Olney
Perkins, Wendell Olney
Person, Darthulia Carterville
Peterson, Hazel M Johnston City
Phelps, Lillian B Golconda
Phifer, Arthur L Carbondale
Phillips, Byron E Crab Orchard
Phillips, Jessie B Carterville
Phipps, Madge Carmi
Phipps, Eoy McLeansboro
Pick, Daisy Granite City
Pick, Hetty Granite City
Pickering, Lula Harrisburg
Pinkerton, Adele Swanwick
Pinkerton, Anna Swanwick
Pinkerton, Walter Swanwick
Pirtle, Roy New Columbia
Pittman, Lester Rinard
Pixley, Ray West Salem
Plaster, Ross Thompsonville
Plater, Wade Vienna
Poirot, Emily Murphysboro
Poirot, Georgette Murphysboro
Pool, Charles G Parkersburg
Porter, Evelyn Carbondale
Porter, Harriet A Dumaine
Porter, Mabel C Murphysboro
Porter, Minnie E Murphysboro
Postle, Clark C Bogota
Potter, Constance E Nashville
Preher, Anna Carmi
Presley, Wayman Cobden
Prest, Elmo Marissa
Price, Fay Omaha
Pritchard, Floy E Texico
Pritchett, C. Vivian Dongola
Prosik, Rose L Murphysboro
Provart, Lela DuQuoin
Puckett, Iva B Fairfield
Pulley, Wayne , Marion
Purdom, Monica Reva Stonefort
Purdue, Ethel Cartter
Putcamp, Manta Carbondale
Putcamp, Sula Carbondale
Questell, Beatrice Carmi
Quick, Chester A St. Francisville
Quinn, Lubert Louisville
Quinn, Mabel Louisville
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Ragsdale, Joe DeSoto
Raith, Leona M Freeburg
Eamsey, Jesse C Omaha
Randolph, Ralph Raum
Rardon, Grace Buckner
Ravensteen, Laura Mt. Carmel
Read, Reba Carbondale
Reckman, Hattie Karnak
Redd, Ralph C Fairfield
Redden, Hugh Carterville
Reed, Adam O Bogota
Reed, Agnew W Salem
Reed, Hazel Benton
Reed, Mamie D Harrisburg
Reed, Nina L Benton
Reed, Pearl Harrisburg
Reed, Ruth Anna
Reidelberger, Karl DuBois
Reidelberger, Lena DuBois
Reiling, Herman T Springerton
Reitermann, Frida L Lebanon
Rendleman, Edna L Wolf Lake
Rendleman, John Carbondale
Rendleman, Pearl B Anna
Rendleman, William J Wolf Lake
Renfro, Daisy Carbondale
Rexer, Russell E Brownfield
Reynolds, Eugene Harrisburg
Rhine, Clifford Eldorado
Rich, Grace L Cobden
Richardson, Goldie Centralia
Richardson, Olive H Centralia
Richey, Milo Olmstead
Richter, Ysobel N Carbondale
Riden, Lower H Vienna
Riegel, Edith E Galatia
Rife, Laura P Pulaski
Riggs, Gordon F Elizabethtown
Riley, Iulia M Ridgway
Rippelmeyer, Henry A Ava
Rister, Jess Omaha
Rister, Jesse Ridgway
Roach, Lula D Carbondale
Roberts, Earl Thompsonville
Roberts, F. Carl Thompsonville
Roberts, Lena H Pomona
Roberts, Lorin Thompsonville
Roberts, Lowell McLeansboro
Roberts, Marie Anna
Roberts, Olive M Murphysboro
Roberts, Walter W Mound City
Robertson, Fay L Fillmore
Robertson, Jewel Buncombe
Robinson, Ida M Carbondale
Rogers, Claudia Christopher
Rogers, Emma Christopher
Rolf, Frieda Hoyleton
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Rolf , Ida Hoyleton
Rose, Jerry Saline Mine
Boss, Jewell M Carbondale
Rountree, Allen Tamaroa
Rowan, Nannie Johnston City
Rowland, Johnsie A Olney
Rude, Robert A Carbondale
Ruppel, Johanna M Bosky Dell
Rushing, Eunice Progress
Rushing, Lenard Makanda
Rushing, Ray Carterville
Rushing, Ruben E Swanwick
Russell, Laura B Carterville
Russell, Rosalie Carterville
Rutherford, Harold Waltonville
Samson, Anna Brookport
Samson, Earl Brookport
Samson, Fred Brookport
Sanders, Ethel Dix
Sanders, Guy Alto Pass
Sanders, Rolla Alto Pass
Savitz, Grace Carbondale
Savitz, Ruth Carbondale
Saxenmeyer, Charlotte Red Bud
Schafer, Wm. H Creal Springs
Schackleford, Mabel L Marion
Schlegel, Edith P Nashville
Schluter, Ira L Dongola
Schmalriede, Lydia -. Pinckneyville
Schmidt, Bessie Brookport
Schmidt, Nora Grinnell
Schmitt, Sarah Elkville
Schmulbach, Henry New Athens
Schneider, Marjery Mound City
Schoenberger, Leonard Evansville
Schroeder, Henry Louisville
Schuetz, Geo Venedy
Schuey, C. R Marion
Schuler, Alma L Mound City
Schumacher, Thomas F Hicks
Schwartz, Stella Gorham
Schwartz, Walker Carbondale
Scobey, Tannie Marion
Scott, Edith Eldorado
Scott, H. Glen Eldorado
Scott, William Samoth
Scrivner, Roy L Belle Rive
Seyferth, Elizabeth M Vergennes
Seyferth, Prudence C Vergennes
Shaver, Connie Carbondale
Shaver, Lucy M Thebes
Shelton, Ira Grantsburg
Shelton, Roy Vienna
Shemoney, Mary Cora
Sherer, W. E Olney
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Sherman, Velma C Baldwin
Shomaker, Bichard Murphysboro
Short, Bessie L Granite City-
Short, Elsie Houston
Short, Grace Ullin
Shreve, Norvel Crab Orchard
Shultz, Joseph Murphysboro
Shumaker, Willie Villa Eidge
Sickler, Harry P Sand Eidge
Sill, Florence N Carbondale
Simcox, Maude Salem
Simmons, Charles A Cisne
Simmons, Preston P Cisne
Simmons, Euby L Marion
Simons, Ida Carbondale
Simpson, Bessie Carbondale
Simpson, Frances M Vienna
Simpson, Ward Vienna
Sisson, Lizzie M, Grand Tower
Sitter, Clide G Anna
Sitter, Guy Anna
Sitter, Hallie E Cobden
Sitter, Larel Anna
Sitter, Lawrence Anna
Sitter, L Oard Anna
Sitter, Ealph H Anna
Skaggs, Zoeth C Marion
Slow, Lena Eldorado
Smiley, Eva Z Cutler
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Albert Pinckneyville
Bessie E Metropolis
C. Stanley Freeburg
Cornelia Vienna
Delia Carbondale
Delmar Freeburg
Earl Vienna
Emma J Woodlawn
Ethel Cypress
Eugene E Carbondale
Genevieve E Norris City
Gladys A Cypress
Gladys G Sparta
Helen Carbondale
Irvin E Ava
Lee E Freeburg
Mary H Cypress
Mildred Johnston
Moe Cypress
Pansy M Metropolis
Paul A Carbondale
Pearl A Centralia
Ealph Iola
Eaymond Crab Orchard
Eobert W Iola
Tillie Flora
Vernon Eldorado
Smithdeal, Euby Fillmore
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Snead, Ruth Nashville
Sneed, Harle Whittington
Spain, Gladys L Carbondale
Speck, Walter B Temple Hill
Spencer, Ida M Salem
Spiller, Lloyd Cobden
Spires, Maude E Carterville
Stage, Earl Olney
Stalians, Thomas A Delwood
Stanley, Dena Marion
Starrick, John F Creal Springs
Staubitz, May Pierce Golconda
Steagall, Guy W Ozark
Stearns, Hugh E Carbondale
Stearns, Mabel Carbondale
Steele, Ina Murphysboro
Steinsultz, Cyrus Raleigh
Stenson, Maude Eldorado
Stephens, Louise Murphysboro
Stephens, Nina Ashley
Sterling, Mabel New Athens
Sterling, Nellie M New Athens
Stevenson, Nettie Iuka
Stevers, Minnie Grand Chain
Stewart, Agnes Carterville
Stewart, Jennie E Burnt Prairie
Stewart, Ruth Crab Orchard
Stilley, Bernie Marion
Stokes, Mary M Norris City
Stone, Clyde P Carmi
Stone, Elizabeth E Wolf Lake
Stone, Leria V Marissa
Stout, Mabel Cobden
Stover, Mabel Carbondale
Stroman, Jack L Bosky Dell
Stroud, Lille M Carterville
Sturm, Kate Crab Orchard
Sturm, Tillie Crab Orchard
Sullinger, Gracie M Golconda
Summers, Claude Thompsonville
Sutton, Fred W McLeansboro
Swain, Noah Iuka
Tabouring, Ada A Carbondale
Tate, Eva Texico
Tate, Monroe T Carbondale
Taylor, Clara Carbondale
Taylor, Clint Tunnel Hill
Taylor, Eliza - Creal Springs
Taylor, Esta M Tunnel Hill
Taylor, Eva E Carbondale
Teel, Raymond Mulkeytown
Teichman, Minnie Lincoln
Telford, Earl Dix
Thomas, Lawrence Enfield
Thomas, Phoebe Eldorado
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Thompson, Edgar Carrier Mills
Throckmorton, Sara E Burlington, Kans.
Throgmorton, Mae New Burnside
Tinch, Dora O Baleigh
Tittle, Felix McLeansboro
Toler, Floyd Dongola
Toler, Willis Cobden
Toliver, Isom Louisville
Tonsley, Clarence Salem
Trail, Nettie Carbondale
Trainer, Grace L Wolf Lake
Travelstead, Edna Carbondale
Travelstead, Mae Carbondale
Travis, Edith Samoth
Treece, Nola Herrin
Trefftzs, Zoe Pinckneyville
Trigg, Ned Simpson
Trobaugh, Bessie Carbondale
Tromly, Maude A Fairfield
Trout, Bessie Marion
Troutt, Maude Woodlawn
Trovillion, Anna L Brownfield
Trovillion, Nellie Goreville
Tucker, Clara P Bichview
Turner, Clifford Brownsville
Turner, Mary Herrin
Turner, Orley H Marion
Turner, Vera Bonnie
Tweedy, Ava Jonesboro
Tweedy, Violet E Jonesboro
Tweedy, William B Jonesboro
Twente, Asa Thebes
Twente, Lucy B Carbondale
Tyer, E. Gertrude Cave-in-rock
Tyer, Eoxana Cave-in-rock
Tygett, Asa B Carterville
Tyler, James M McLeansboro
Tyler, Lauretta V Murphysboro
Underwood, David H Ava
Underwood, Wilson Ava
Urnley, Charles Carbondale
Vancil, B. Elizabeth Cobden
VanCleve, Hilda Eldorado
Vaughan, Dorothy Hurst
Vaughn, Bertha Makanda
Veach, May Carbondale
Veatch, Alma Herrin
Verble, Eussel O Anna
Verburg, Hilda J Metropolis
Vick, Claud E Olive Branch
Vick, Kate H Carterville
Vickers, Eveline Carbondale
Vickers, Marion N Carbondale
Vielweber, Clara New Athens
Vinyard, Ora S Karbers Eidge
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Wade, Helen C Vernon
Wagner, Beulah O Newton
Walbridge, Effie Mounds
Walker, Nina M Pinckneyville
Wallace, Ida Cobden
Walston, Eolla Noble
Walter, Edna K Goleonda
Walthen, Estella Harrisburg
Walther, Alice C Waltersburg
Walton, Edith .
, Mound City
Ward, George W Marion
Warren, Ethel S Carterville
Warren, Hill Texico
Watkins, Clarence K Cisne
Watkins, William C Woodlawn
Watson, John P Cartter
Weaver, Mrs Emma Carbondale
Webb, Clifford Anna
Webb, Lina Benton
Webb, Eosa J Benton
Welch, Cornelia I New Liberty
Welch, Hazel M Carbondale
Welsh, Frances A. . .
. Monticello, Ark.
Welton, Floy E Marion
Westbrook, Margriett Creal Springs
Whipkey, Jennie DeSoto
White, Geo. L Carbondale
White, John E Campbell Hill
White, Leatha Marion
White, Mary F Grayville
White, Ealph W Murphysboro
Whitlock, David A Dix
Whitlock, Essie L Centralia
Whitlock, Lee Ealeigh
Whittenberg, Elizabeth Springfield
Widdows, Daisy Sikeston, Mo.
Widdows, Orville Carbondale
Wiebusch, Herbert Cora City
Wiesenborn, Henry P Grand Chain
Wiggs, Guy E Cobden
Wilbourn, Willie C Olive Branch
Wiley, Bertha L Anna
Wiley, Emily L Makanda
Wiley, Harry L Makanda
Wiley, Lesley Makanda
Wilhelm, Blanche Carbondale
Wilhelm, Grace Carbondale
Wilhelm, Euth Carbondale
Wilhoit, Grace Cairo
Wilke, Flora Grinnell
Wilkins, J. Harley Anna
Wilkins, Pearl Cartter
William, Nell Metropolis
Williams, Cora L Unity
Williams, Daisy D Carmi
Williams, Emery jCrsib Orchard
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Williams, Glyde I Metropolis
Williams, Grace Salem
Williams, J. Arthur Carterville
Williams, Lillie G Carbondale
Williams, Lillie Thompsonville
Williams, Maude Iola
Williams, Oscar E Cobden
Williamson, Euby Elkville
Wilmouth, Forest Pomona
Wilson, F. A Alto Pass
Wilson, Lucille Hot Springs, Ark,
Winegarner, Estell H Salem
Winemiller, Ruby P Centralia
Winget, Ollie Carbondale
Winkler, Philip Trenton
Winters, Emil G Lenzburg
Wisley, Dora Murphysboro
Wiswell, Ruth Carbondale
Winkler, Philip Trenton
Winters, Emil G Lenzburg
Wisley, Dora Murphysboro
Wiswell, Ruth Carbondale
Wittenborn, George W Chester
Wolf, Bessie E Marion
Wollerman, Ruth Fillmore
Woodard, Ethel Marion
Wooden, Luther Junction
Woodley, Mae Marion
Woodring, Bessie B West Frankfort
Woods, Abbie B Murphysboro
Woods, Alfonso Carbondale
Woolard, Claudia B Galatia
Worley, Raymond Dongola
Worstman, Emma Dongola
Wortman, Mabel L Coulterville
Wright, Clarence Makanda
Wright, Claud G Carbondale
Wright, John Carbondale
Wright, Mary Cobden
Wright, Pansy Blossom Ellis Grove
Wunderlich, Will F Evansville
Yates, Maude Miller City
Yewell, S Estelle Golconda
Young, Lena L Carbondale
Young, Marie Bluford
Young, Ruby Enfield
Youngblood, Carmen Herrin
Youngblood, Margaret Carbondale
Youngblood, Wayne Crab Orchard
Zapp, Edna Richview
Zuck, Edna M Carbondale
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NORMAL SCHOOL SENIORS, 1915
Anderson, Harry Logan
Anderson, Ida
Barrow, Alta Mae
Brown, Elsie Eebecca
Browne, Margaret Emily
Brummett, Eay
Campbell, Beulah F.
Dick, Carrie
Etherton, Lewis E.
Fishman, Wilbur H.
Gower, Walter F.
Gray, Mary Annette
Grossart, Elsie G.
Harriss, Nora
Hiller, Nellie M.
Holland, Blanche
Hood, Fred Carlisle
Hudgens, Eula
Hunt, Albert A.
Kealey, Marie Dolores
Kelley, Junious
Leach, Orous
Leib, Benjamin Wiley
Lill, Anne
Martin, Charles
Matheny, Arthur E.
Matthews, William E.
McClintock, Ethel
McCreery, Eloise
Mclnturff, Vera June
McLaughlin, Viola Pearl
Michaels, Margaret M.
Miller, Lucy Dora
Milligan, Emilie
Mitchell, Jane Elizabeth
Oliver, Mabel Adele
Oxford, John H.
Pearson, Alger
Eeiling, Herman
Eendleman, Pearl B.
Eoach, Lulu
Eoberts, Lowell Earnest
Eobinson, Ida May
Samson, Anna Gertrude
Samson, Fred W.
Schuey, Claude E.
Sitter, L. Oard
Smith, Bessie Euth
Smith, Genevieve
Travelstead,
Travelstead, Margarie
Mae
Walker, Mina M.
Wilhelm, Grace
Wilhelm, Euth
Yewell, Estelle
Zuck, Edna
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS, 1915
Angell, Gladys Irene
Bailey, Paul Gustave
Butler, Glenn Allen
Cummins Joy Elizabeth
Dees, Etta M.
Dowdell, Kathleen
Elston, Bluford George
Gaines, Earl G.
Hesler Franklin Fairman
Harriss, Eula M.
Keller, Paul A.
Ledbetter, Harry
Lightfoot, Mary Evelyn
Lightfoot, Eichard E.
McGuire, Joe
McKenna, Hazelle Bauer
Minner, Victor J.
Mitchell, Florence
Moore, Edwin Cecil
Nuernberger, Louis G.
Ogden, Marcus Eobarts
Putcamp, Manta Wilson
Sill, Florence N.
Smith, Eugene Eussell
Van Cleve, Hilda
White, George Leslie
Wilbourne, Willie G.
Woods, Alfonso
Youngblood, Margaret
Etheldra
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UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL
First three years.
Adams, Mae
Adams, Troy
Ahl, Blanche
Ahl, Orville
Aker, Queenola
Allen, Walter
Balcom, Edward
Batson, Aileen
Baxter, Lena
Black, Raymond
Bradley, Mabel
Brohm, Henry
Browne, Richard
Brush, Lucrece
Caldwell, Virginia
Clifford, Cecilia
Crouch, Raymond
Cummins, Joe
Davis, Raymon
Deviney, Victor
Eagleson, Helen
Eagleson, William
Entsminger, Tom
Etherton, Mamie
Adams, Walter
Baker, Guy
Bonds, Carl
Boyd, Grace M.
Butcher, Edna
Caldwell, Nannie
Clifford, James
Colyer, Katherine
Comstock, Edward
Darrough, Earl
Deason, Thomas
Dickey, Fern
Allen, Ned B.
Bailey, Bessie
Bastin, Creston
Bastin, Helen Fraley
Bell, Joseph
Brewer, Stella
Browne, Arthur
Carter, Donald L.
Clarkson, Vivian M.
Colyer, Raymond
(Fourth year high school pupils are included
with Normal School)
First Year
Fearnside, William D.
Felts, Genevieve
Floyd, Lillian
Fryar, Ruth
Goodbred, Lynn
Gram, Webb
Hagler, Leon
Halstenberg, Lana
Hayton, Raymond
Hernfelt, Oscar
Hickman, Leo
Hiller, Lawrence
Hines, Mary
Hopper, Roberta
Hubbs, Ray
Kayser, William
Kerley, Beulah
Lee, Helen
Loomis, Oliver K.
Martin, Albert G.
Matthews, Mary
McClure, Stanley
Mitchell, Anna
Nolen, M. Cecil
Second Year
Dowdell, Frank
Eshleman, Ruth
Furr, Clarence
Hopkins, Louise
McGuire, Emily
McGuire, Lawrence
Minner, Zeta F.
Myers, Monroe
Neber, Lawrence
Price, Ruth
Putcamp, William
Rauch, Ruth
Third Year
Crawshaw, William
Davis, Herbert
Etherton, Fred
Etherton, Lonnie E.
Floyd, Mae
Gibbs, Ethel
Hewitt, Louise
Huffman, Nyle
Lawder, James
Marshall, Sherman
Pabst, Winifred
Rendleman, Kate A.
Rendleman, LaVerne
Robertson, Alberta
Robinson, Joseph
Rude, Alice
Schmidt, Nora
Sill, Beatrice
Smith, Gladys
Staubitz, Frank
Stearns, Charles
Steele, Gladys
Stevenson, Mae
Suttlers, Lovie H.
Throgmorton, Earl
Travelstead, John
Twente, Lois
Tygett, Glen
Walkup, Winton
Weiler, Joe
Yost, Gail
Yost, Orean
Youngblood, Marion
Renfro, Donald
Roach, Howard
Sheets, Russel
Smith, Helen E.
Snyder, Charles F.
Stafford, Lola
Trammel, Ancil
Travelstead, V.
Walker, Wayne
Weiler, Ray
White, Morven
McCracken, Mabel
Nesbitt, Harry
Pabst, Fred
Quickert, Hilda
Stophlet, Kate
Storm, Leonard
Thielecke, Mary E.
Westerman, Albert
Wilson, Chas. R.
Wiswell, Leslie B.
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PUPILS IN TRAINING SCHOOL
First Grade
Atkins, Marian
Bean, Burdette
Brown, Laemon
Carleton, Mildred
Carter, Bandal
Crowell, Euth
Dippell, Clara J.
Finley, Margaret
Gibbs, Robert
Grandstaff, Ned
Hesler, John
Johnson, Isabelle
Lentz, Lulu B.
Marvin, Anna
Parks, Shirley
Purdy, Arthur
Steele, Edwin
Stevenson, Buby
Thompson, Theodore
Baker, Wesley
Biggs, Gwendolyn
Bryden, Allan
Crawshaw, Clyde
Furr, Dorothy
Goodall, Charles
Second Grade
Gunn, Margaret
Hall, Hal.
Hanson, Clinton
Harris, Geo. E.
Hewes, William
Laudon, Francis
Norton, Gladys
Pierce, Elliott
Smith, Bessie
Spiller, Elma
Weiler, Virginia
Williams, Stewart
Wilson, Elsworth
Allen, Betty
Arnold, John
Boos, Mary
Brewer, Selma
Brown, Martha
Christi, Velma
Third Grade
Dixon, Claude
Eaton, Cleva
Felts, William
Marberry, Eobert
Marvin, Harriet
Parks, Beatrice
Parks, Harold
Eendleman, Katherine
Eenfro, Charles
Eobertson, Max
Slater, Paul
Terpinitz, Bert
Trobaugh, Mina
Alden, Euth
Borger, Mabel
Brainerd, Alice
Brush, Edgar
Clifford, William
Culley, Eugene
Dowdell, Nathan
Fourth Grade
Grandstaff, Euth
Hay, Helen
Heck, John
Hesler, Harvey
Lentz, Agnes
Lewis, Phillips
Eenfro, Francis
Sanders, Cora
Smith, Carl
Snider, Viola
Spain, Delbert
Stephenson, Eolla
Williams, Morton
Allen, Carl
Bailey, Ealph
Barrow, Alice
Boos, Warrick
Brewer, Jessie
Brown, Van
Hewitt, Helen
Hill, Margaret
Fifth Grade
Hiller, Lesley
Kerstine, Emilie
Neftzger, Aline
Patterson, Vernon
Phillips, Margaret
Phillips, William
Eenfro, Kennon
Eobertson, Euby
Sherretz, Eansom
Slater, Evelyn
Smith, Cora
Steele, Anna
Terpinitz, Marie
Weaver, Alice
Youngblood, Mary
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Allen, Frank M.
Allen, Merritt
Bell, Esther
Brubaker, Dora
Dick, Fannie
Grandstaff, Sibyl
Hamilton, Jewel
Sixth Grade
Hamilton, Marvin
Hines, Clifford
Jones, Ruth
MeKenna, Laurence
Neftzger, Virginia
Rude, William
Shryock, Burnett
Smith, Frances
Snider, Leslie
Springs, Yuell
Travelstead, Egbert
Travelstead, Paul
Winchester, Gladys
Winchester, Herbert
Bond, Lewis
Borger, Charles
Borger, Leotta
Bridges, Julia
Carter, Edgar
Crawshaw, Teddy
Dick, Robert
Dowdell, Esther
Seventh Grade
Eaton, Othel R.
Eshleman, Claud
Etherton, Jay
Goodall, John
Hewitt, Sanford
Hinchcliff, A.
Lee, Denard
Lightfoot, Frances
MeKenna, Annabel
Mountain, Kate
Smith, Frank
Stewmon, Elmer
Teeter, Louis
Weiler, Ruth
Wham, John P.
Winchester, R.
Youngblood, Joe
Allen, Chas. W.
Bailey, Blanche
Black, Ethel
Brewer, Joseph
Eighth Grade
Brush, Tasker
Dillinger, Jeff
Dupree, Bernice
Gilbert, Philo
Harmon, Anna
Jones, Ellis M.
Kelley, Marion
Mitchell, Adella
Myers, Virginia
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General Summary Normal and Academic Departments
Summer Session, 1914 Normal and Fourth Year High
School 537
Fall Term, 1914 Normal and Fourth Year High
School 497
Fall Term, 1914 First Three Years High School 132
Winter Term, 1914 Normal and Fourth Year High
School 528
Winter Term, 1915 First Three Years High School 118
Spring Term, 1915 Normal and Fourth Year High
School 685
Spring Term, 1915 First Three Years High School 104
Names counted more than once
2601
1090
Number of individual students
enrolled during the year ex-
clusive of Training School. . 1511
Fall Term,
Winter Term,
Spring Term,
Training School (Grades 1-8)
1914 147
1915 146
1915 142
435
Names counted more than once 276
Number of individual students
in Training School 159
Entire enrollment of individual
students in all departments. 1670
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